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t first glance it would seem an easy task to trace the
history of ecocriticism in Canada, for that history is
relatively short. Indeed, it was only in 1 991 , that Laurie
Ricou wondered aloud in an editorial in Canadian Literature why
ecocriticism in Canada, as compared to the United States, seemed
"almost an underground phenomenon." Against the backdrop
of the mass trend of environmentalism, "eco-critics thrum like
some scattered little grey birds among a flock of cranes beating
their way into motion." Ricou also noted that "nature has loomed
large in the Canadian consciousness. Canadian critics have been
loud . . . on landscape. . . . But in the apparently closely related
matter of environmentalism, critics on Canadian literature lag
behind. . . . " Speculating on the reasons for that lag, Ricou suggested that "Perhaps Canadians are naturally wary of another
U.S. academic fashion" (3). But if Canada was lagging behind the
U.S., it was not by much. Indeed, writing only one year earlier
than Ricou, American literary critic Glen Love complained of his
profession's failure "to respond in any significant way to the issue of the environment, the acknowledgment of our place within
the natural world and our need to live needfully within it, at
peril of our very survival" (202).
Having studied Canadian literature in Vancouver through the
seventies and early eighties, I can say with some confidence —
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at least from a Western perspective — that Canadian resistance
to American trends is largely confined to the level of nationalist
rhetoric. It is not merely geography but also literary ideology
that makes the critical distance from south to north a lot shorter
than it is along the east-west axis. This is not to say that Canada
has not had its unique critical perversions, one of which relates
to another of Ricou's speculations on our ecocritical tardiness:
"Perhaps Canadians' writing of the land as adversary inhibits
eco-criticism" (3). Ricou was, of course, alluding to Northrop
Frye's impression that "a tone of deep terror in regard to nature"
has always been a unique characteristic of the Canadian literary
imagination (Frye 1965 830). It was an idea that launched an
entire critical industry in the late sixties and provoked a lengthy
critical war. As a feminist ecocritic whose work could be called
forensic study of the casualties of that war, I find Ricou's suggestion a good excuse to start digging up various literary and critical burial sites for those bodies of writing whose death seems
both untimely and suspicious.

Digging Literary History
The movement that introduced postmodern aesthetics into Canadian literature produced a dazzling and delightful body of
writing. But the effort to get the importance of that writing recognized by the critical establishment proceeded within an epistemology of conflict. As a result, many writers sustained serious
injury. Phyllis Webb, for example, named her "critical wounds"
as one of the reasons for the years of silence that preceded the
publication of her Wilson's Bowl in 1980. Her early work, the
subject of the second part of this essay, got caught in the critical
crossfire, and it was her great misfortune that many of her critical supporters were on the losing side of the war. But as it turned
out, the transition was more complex than just a shift from modernism to postmodernism. Today, thanks to several new critical
perspectives, including feminist literary critique, ecocriticism,
and other anti-Enlightenment approaches, it is possible to recover that early poetry as establishing the necessary preconditions for an emerging feminist and ecopoetic consciousness in
Canada.1 But before making what I hope is a contribution to that
recovery, I would like to return to Ricou's allusion to Canadian
206
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literary ecophobia because I think it is important for an
understanding of how the absence of a feminist perspective in
the war between structuralists and post-structuralists might have
contributed to the view that ecocriticism in Canada is "almost
an underground phenomenon."
I want to begin by making what by now should be an
unprovocative claim — namely, that not all the critics who followed Frye's lead saw Canadian writers as endorsing the view of
nature as a terrifying "other," opposed to human consciousness.
But in the interest of overturning Frye's structuralist school of
thought, postmodernists chose to project this humanist episteme
on many of the writers favoured by structuralists. In the late sixties and seventies, these writers became identified with a modernism which was, in the words of Frank Davey, "essentially an
elitist, formalistic, anti-democratic, and anti-terrestrial movement" (1974 19). Over against them were the postmodernists,
"the only writers who have shown faith in the ability of the universe to direct composition through open, random, or multiphasic forms, or a belief that the 'craft' of writing involves a listening
to 'Mother Nature'" (Davey 1974 111). Chief spokesperson for
postmodernism, Davey drew a similar battleline across the critical landscape — a line which defined Canadian structuralism as
thematic paraphrase (1976). Once these literary and critical
battlelines were drawn, there was little room for writers or critics whose work resisted such oversimplification; no small amount
of it was authored by women.
In 1988, the feminist critic Helen Buss presented a conference paper entitled "Women and the Garrison Mentality: Pioneer Women Autobiographers and Their Relation to the Land."
Her point of departure was Northrop Frye's 1965 Conclusion to
Literary History in Canada, in which he made the provisional
proposition that what Canadian writers have in common is the
idea of the garrison that protects against "a huge, unthinking,
menacing, and formidable physical setting" (830). Tracing the
elaboration of this proposition through two decades of literary
commentary, Buss demonstrated the way in which the "garrisoning" of Canadian criticism — both structuralist and post-structuralist — excludes female writers whose work is important to
an understanding of Canadian literature:
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The elaboration of Frye's garrison mentality has . . .
become . . . a big stick critics may wield to beat any
writer whose reaction to the Canadian landscape is
anything less than traumatic. As well, a kind of second
generation of "garrisoned" critical commentary has
begun to emerge in which Frye's garrison mentality is
assumed and internalized. Critics now propose that
various postmodern writers can rescue us from its
doom and gloom. Such writers are seen as self-engendered . . . white knights, puncturing with their
postmodern comic shafts the heavy "realism" of earlier
writers. (125)
The phallic imagery here is hardly accidental, for this debate is
irrelevant to an ecocritical reading of the women writers Buss
studies: they are neither garrisoned against nature nor interested
in transforming it.2 Buss has "no root quarrel" with the elaboration of Frye's metaphor of the garrison, nor does she "intend to
dismiss past critical research as 'paraphrase' and suggest that
critics should now move on to a more up-to-date post-structuralist world and reject the past as 'thematic criticism.'" Instead, in
the spirit of "present-day writers who wish to ungarrison our
literature and our criticism" (125), she recommends "not only
that we go through the archaeological site of the Canadian tradition again, but that we expand the perimeters and, indeed, even
change our definition of territory" (126).
This archaeological expedition has been central to the task
of establishing feminist ecocriticism in Canada, and it has been
an especially time-consuming project. For example, until very
recently Buss's recovery of pioneer autobiographers appeared
to be the only significant ecocritical contribution to women's
nature writing in prose. Indeed, as late as 1996, Andrea Lebowitz
could still observe a huge gap in the fossil record. In the Introduction to her anthology Living in Harmony: Nature Writing by
Women in Canada, Lebowitz wrote: "Except for early settlement
journals, the work of women nature writers has been hidden
from history. Yet this obscuring has more to do with the perceptions of the historians than with the merits of the female writers. Bringing these women back into focus redresses a wrong of
literary history but more importantly it offers another way of
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seeing our connection to the land." Like Buss, Lebowitz cites
the myth of the garrison as obscuring a "second story" about
nature — the one told by the women who find that "the natural
world offers an alternative way of being human through harmony with the land." In the archaeological spirit, she uncovers
a further stratum: "While the story of the garrison is largely a
male narrative, it is clearly not shared by many men, particularly nature writers. As with their brothers, women nature writers do not concur with the garrison mentality nor do they
necessarily have the same outlook as the male authors" (1996 2).
What Lebowitz alerts us to here are diverse strata in both the
female and male traditions.
War is notorious for its destruction of archaeological evidence,
and the conflict between structuralists and post-structuralists was
no exception. In his campaign to capture the critical beachhead,
Frank Davey attacked D.G. Jones's Butterfly on Rock and buried
it under a rubble of overgeneralization: it was "bad sociology" —
prescriptive, normative, polemic, and extra-literary (1976 8). Sifting through the critical site again, Buss tagged Jones as privileging
those writers "who work at removing the garrison, at letting nature in" (123). This find is a valuable artifact in itself, for it identifies Jones as recognizing that there are Canadian writers who
question the garrison as an appropriate response to nature, terrifying or otherwise. Further evidence of this critical diversity
can be found a little deeper down in the Jones site — evidence
that it was not just postmodernists who took an interest in nature's side of the story:
The antagonism between nature and culture [in Canadian literature] is part of a larger drama involving the
whole of Western culture. . . . Rather than accept the
world as it is, Western man has sought to transform it,
to refashion the world in the image of his ideal. Certainly he has enlarged his understanding of nature to an
astonishing degree, but more often than not he has used
this understanding to consolidate his power over nature
rather than to extend his communion with her. He has
persisted in opposing to nature the world of ideas, the
world of his ideal, and in his idealism he has tended to
become exclusive rather than inclusive, arrogant rather
209
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than humble, aggressively masculine rather than passively feminine. In extremes he has declared total war
on the wilderness, woman, or the world of spontaneous
impulse and irrational desire. (Jones 1970 57)
From the perspective of the feminism of the 1990s, this passage
is indeed a fossil. Today, it might be used as an example to illustrate why we should persist in avoiding the fiction that "man" is
a generic term. It is manly of Jones to indict mankind and thereby
acquit womankind of the felonious act of ecocide, but such linguistic chivalry is better off dead. We might also fault Jones for
his dependence on traditional gender stereotypes. After all, the
reliance on metaphors that associate women with nonhuman
nature only reinforces the oppressive patriarchal gender hierarchy.3 But Butterfly on Rock was published in 1970, a date which
suggests that Jones was ahead of his times, for feminist analysis
of the myth of Father Culture and Mother Nature had not yet
properly begun.4 As for theorizing ecofeminism itself, the work
would not get officially under way until later in the decade, when
feminists finally caught up with Jones: contrary to those who
accepted Frye's provisional and impressionistic characterization
of nature in literature as malevolent and adversarial and hardened it into a literary theory, those first ecofeminists recognized that "Nature did not declare war on humanity;
patriarchal humanity declared war on women and on living
nature" (King 116).
What Jones has also done is turn the structuralist tradition
against itself: by exposing as potentially violent the general laws
by which binary structures work, he reveals the violence at the
heart of our hierarchically structured social relations. Indeed,
Jones's articulation of the binary oppositions that govern the
relationship between human and nonhuman nature and, by extension, between male and female — oppositions such as culture/nature, exclusive/inclusive, arrogant/humble, aggressive/
passive, masculine/feminine — moves him in the direction of
post-structuralist analysis. In addition, Jones anticipates the
ecocritic D.M.R. Bentley. In his call for an ecological poetics, Bentley cites as ecocidal "the heady combination of scientific rationalism, protestantism, and capitalism that is known today as
modernity" (1990 n.pag.). Underpinning Western science,
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religion, and political economy is Western idealism, which Jones
fingers as the ecocidal culprit: "Whether its ultimate vision is
heavenly or earthly, Western idealism tends to be narrowly rational. In its extreme form it tends to demand nothing less than
the complete victory of mind over matter. Such a victory may
require of a man that he either renounce the world or destroy it"
(1970 57-58). Jones would have been more accurate had he said
that because its ultimate vision is either heavenly or earthly —
never integrated — Western idealism supports an excessively
narrow construction of reason. Nonetheless, even here he has
all his binaries in a row. It was with these very linguistic oppositions — heaven/earth, mind/matter, renunciation/destruction —
that ecofeminist thought began, in the work of the first feminist
theologians and biblical revisionists.5 Perhaps the reason why,
of all the structuralists, it was Jones who articulated the founding insights of ecofeminist analysis was that he chose the Bible
as the source of his critical metaphors.6
Ecocritical readings are, of course, possible without reference
to feminist analysis, but it is difficult to imagine a sophisticated
ecocritical theory that does not attend to the traditional gendering
of nonhuman nature as female. Here is where Jones might be
seen as a possible exception to Laurie Ricou's suggestion that
Canadians are wary of trends in American scholarship. In 1967,
three years prior to the appearance of Butterfly on Rock, American Paul Shepard published his Man in the Landscape: A Historic
View of the Esthetics of Nature. Jones made no direct reference to
this book but it is hardly likely he would have completely ignored it, given that the book he was in the process of writing set
Canadian "man" and the landscape in the context of the whole
of Western culture. Shepard acknowledged that "relationships
between men and women partly determine how people use their
environment" (106), noting that "authority and dominance over
the land carries the force of sexual aggression . . . " (107). He argued that the "low social and political status of women coincides with the general absence of devotion to place and of a
mythology of rootedness in nature." But Shepard also took issue
with the feminism of the period which he saw as focused exclusively on female access to the male realm of industry, military service, and business; as a consequence, women were being "swallowed
by a system which is antithetical to their innermost natures" (105).
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Shepard's implicit belief in the appropriateness of identifying women with nature and men with culture belongs to the
philosophical dualism that underpins Western culture. The "system" is "antithetical to [women's] natures" but presumably not
to men's because according to that rigidly dualistic view Father
Culture is rational, while Mother Nature is not. Nothing overturns that dualism quite so effectively as Father Culture's thoroughly irrational act of ecocide. Where Jones got stuck, like
Shepard and most of Western philosophy before him, is in the
assumption that reason is opposed to what Jones calls "irrational
desire." Jones did not take that extra step that would have led
him to the obvious conclusion that what Western idealism is
really opposed to is the rational, where rationality means the
absence of the irrational desire to believe that the world of women
and of nonhuman nature exists exclusively to furnish "man's"
residence in it. Nevertheless, his analysis did point the way to a
critique of dualism that is fundamental to an understanding of
how many women writers were using language to explore "woman's place" in the terrestrial world, just as that very world was
being claimed as the exclusive turf of the Canadian postmodern
writer. The feminist ecocritical task is the recovery of that turf on
behalf of women writers — modernists, postmodernists, and those
who could not have cared less about these abstract categories.
The critical practise of eliding the identification of a problem
with the endorsement of the habits of mind that created the problem in the first place is a form of killing the messenger. Had this
not been the homicidal practice in the war against structuralism, Jones's protofeminist critique of the garrison mentality might
not have slid into that underground of ecocritical sensibility. I
agree with Buss, who rejects the opinion that all so-called "thematic criticism" is always "narrowly focused and reductive." To
my mind, some of Jones's insights correspond to what Buss calls
"part of a broader structuralist approach to literature that can
offer new ways to view a large body of literature and be most
useful for establishing 'difference'" (133). "Difference" refers not
merely to women's difference of perspective, but to all diversity
— critical diversity included. Perhaps Canadian ecocriticism
should remain an "underground phenomenon," providing that
"underground" denotes a "resistance" movement, as when Bentley calls for an approach to Canadian writing that "offers
212
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resistance to any and all forces that participate or cooperate in
disprizing environments, people, and poems of their diversity
by threatening to obliterate their unique, local, regional, and
national characteristics" (1990 n.pag.).

Digging Webb's Gardens
Where the early post-structuralists failed women writers, and
Canadian criticism more generally, was in the binarism of their
own thought. By setting Canadian postmodernism in opposition
to virtually all that went before it, instead of understanding it as
one of many evolutionary extensions of modernism, they were
as guilty as their structuralist adversaries of misleading and misdirecting the act of reading. No writer can be more aware of this
than Phyllis Webb. Between 1954 and 1965, Webb had the bad
taste and poor judgement to write poems that were still beyond
the analytical competence of the querulous critics of the seventies and early eighties. For this sin, she was accused of intellectualism, narcissism, solipsism, and cynicism; her work was also
acknowledged for its "authenticity of statement," its "extremely
fine craftsmanship," its "mastery of form," and other virtues similarly vague.7
One especially notorious treatment was a 1973 article by John
Bentley Mays. Recently returned from a failed sabbatical and
searching for someone to blame, Mays held Webb personally
responsible for what he saw as the unqualified failure of late
modernist poetry. He described her work as "vain, sectarian, as
without acme or direction, as distorted by her lusts, and as inconclusive as any in the recent career of literary modernism"
(1973 11). The following passage is especially noteworthy:
. . . what Miss Webb has called "shaping the world in
the intimate terms of the self," shaping the otherness of
language into an image of the self's motions, is doomed,
and it dooms the writer into an interminable futility.
The word written becomes merely another disjunct,
silent object in a kosmos of silent objects; it hardens
instantly, like excrement, even as the body excretes the
next word, and the next. The excrement piles up in
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loathsome, fearful objectivity amidst the impenetrable,
unredeemable otherness of the world and becomes as
terrifying as the world itself. But the artist cannot stop
making words; "All writing is pigshit," screams Artaud,
yet cannot cease to write, as though the sheer weight of
words might someday tip the world off balance, and
into sanctity. (29-30)

There is more projection than analysis going on in this passage,
for nowhere in the twenty-two turgid pages that precede it, nor
in those that follow, did Mays get around to explaining that Webb
was not endorsing, but rather, questioning the beliefs and values
over which he himself was sulking. Frank Davey published the
article anyway, in Open Letter* and used it as the basis of his
section on Webb in From There to Here, which appeared the following year and represents her as "see[ing] the phenomenal
world as a place of casual but relentless torture"; as "retreat[ing]
. . . from the world of matter, morality, and process"; and as "emphasizing the fact that the crippling insufficiencies of the terrestrial penetrate even within the poet and her language." "Most
important," Davey claimed, Webb "scrupulously avoids the contradiction of fashioning poems of elaborate technical artifice
while claiming to believe in the vanity of such worldly creations"
(1974 261-262). He saw her poetry as located "at the juncture
between the modernist and post-modernist sensibilities," concluding that her "desperation clears the way for the creative junkgatherers [of postmodernism] who will ask much less of the
world than she, but find much more" (264).
Mays and Davey had a devastating effect on both Webb and
the study of her work. With the exception of three poems, no
new work appeared for several years, and no major scholarly
articles on Webb were published. What little critical interest remained, shifted away from Webb's poetry altogether and onto
criticism itself. Most notable was feminist Jean Mallinson's 1978
response, which blasted Mays' article as an "outpouring of hysterical outrage" and "the most extravagant, malevolent, and selfindulgent piece of ideological criticism in recent Canadian letters
. .." (93). The actual specifics of Mays' and Davey's assessments
of Webb's poetry went virtually unchallenged, and Mallinson had
put her finger on precisely why. The critical battle was not about
214
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poetry; like all wars, it was about ideology. Nothing less than a
new book from Webb would get the scholarly juices flowing
again, but Wilson's Bowl was a long time coming.9 Twelve years
after the attack, George Woodcock undertook a critical analysis
of it but could not resist prefacing his article with this retort: "I
accept the accuracy of Davey's insight in placing Webb at the
point where modernism . . . expands into a field whose variegation of talents and approaches made it more complex and sophisticated by far than the literary garbage collection which he
seemed to envisage as post-modernism" (528).
Buried under all the excrement, junk, garbage, and other effluvia of critical warfare were some genuinely useful insights,
such as Davey's and Woodcock's acknowledgment of Webb as a
transitional poet. Like virtually all poets who began writing before the advent of postmodernism, Webb intermittently echoes
T.S. Eliot in her work — sometimes to offer a corrective. More
important, as Davey suggested, she cleared the way for something new, although he passed right over it in his haste to dispatch her to the realm of the dead and best forgotten. Today,
critics are now able to explore the possibility that long before
Davey began railing against the "elitist, formalistic, anti-democratic, and anti-terrestrial" philosophy of literary modernism,
Webb had already seriously undermined it. Far from "scrupulously avoiding] the contradiction of fashioning poems of elaborate technical artifice while claiming to believe in the vanity of
such worldly creation," she made poems that enacted contradiction in order to expose the bankruptcy at the heart of the late
modernist aesthetic and the philosophical traditions that underpin it. Most important of all, she opened up the possibility of a
new aesthetic before most Canadian postmodernists had even
put pen to paper.
Formally trained in the discipline of philosophy, Webb knew
its limitations far better than any of her critics. For example, much
has been made of "Marvell's Garden," the poem most frequently
chosen by anthologists to represent Webb's early work — and
rightly so, for not only is it one of her most revealing statements
of poetics; it is also an enquiry into woman's place in a dualistic
universe and, by extension, woman's place in the universe of
poetry. Indeed, it is probably the most important key to understanding the act of writing in Webb's early work. As I'll be
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returning to this garden again and again throughout my analysis, it seems appropriate to look at the poem in some detail here:
Marvell's garden, that place of solitude,
is not where I'd choose to live
yet is the fixed sundial
that turns me round
unwillingly
in a hot glade
as closer, closer I come to contradiction
to the shade green within the green shade.
The garden where Marvell scorned love's solicitude that dream — and played instead an arcane solitaire,
shuffling his thoughts like shadowy chance
across the shrubs of ecstasy,
and cast the myths away to flowering hours
as yes, his mind, that sea, caught at green
thoughts shadowing a green infinity.
And yet Marvell's garden was not Plato's
garden — and yet — he did care more for the form
of things than for the thing itself —
ideas and visions,
resemblances and echoes,
things seeming and being
not quite what they were. . . . (EYRE 16-17)

The act of writing requires solitude; thus Webb's poet is attracted
to Marvell's solitary garden, where he shuffled his thoughts into
poems. She may go there, "unwillingly," to write, but it's not
where she'd "choose to live." For as Marvell's own poem tells us,
his garden was not a garden at all, but a transcendent, mindover-body realm, which the poet, in keeping with Western philosophical tradition and poetic convention, could confidently
represent as an exclusive male preserve. Scornful of women and
the sexual distraction they represented, his garden of poetic creativity was doubly paradisal: not only was it an image of Eden, it
was Eden without Eve.10 It's hardly surprising therefore that
Webb's poem expresses such ambivalence toward it.
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Marvell's poem may have expressed a preference for platonic
form over content but this would seem to contradict Marvell's
biography. That contradiction is foregrounded through a comparison of "The Garden" with Marvell's other famous poem,
"Bermudas." Whereas "The Garden" is about rejection of the real
world of flux, change, and "love's solicitude," "Bermudas" alludes to Marvell's active engagement with the real world of Puritan dissent, civil war, and his subsequent political exile to the
Bermudas. These two poems add up to a superb illustration of
philosophical dualism, with "The Garden" advocating withdrawal
into heavenly paradise, and "Bermudas" embracing paradise on
earth, a primary example of which for Marvell and his English
contemporaries was the Bermudas. This philosophical split is
the focus of Webb's poem:
That was his garden, a kind of attitude
struck out of an earth too carefully attended,
wanting to be left alone.
And I don't blame him for that.
God knows, too may fences fence us out
and his garden closed in on Paradise.
On Paradise! When I think of his hymning
Puritans in the Bermudas, the bright oranges
lighting up that night! When I recall
his rustling tinsel hopes
beneath the cold decree of steel.
Oh, I have wept for some new convulsion
to tear together this world and his.
But then I saw his luminous plumed Wings
prepared for flight,
and then I heard him singing glory
in a green tree,
and then I caught the vest he'd laid aside
all blest with fire. . . .

The exclamatory "On Paradise!" expresses more incredulity than
reverence. The abstract realm, which was doubly paradisal for
Marvell, is only half a paradise for Webb: it may be an excellent
place for singing/writing, but it is too isolating, "too carefully
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attended," and "too many fences fence" it in. The "bright oranges" allude to Marvell's appreciation of nature's abundance in
the Bermudas — the oranges, figs, melons, and pomegranates
that his poem values above all the jewels of Persia. What Webb's
poet weeps for is an integration of these two paradises. For there
is value in both the transcendent realm, which Marvell reached
on the "luminous plumed Wings" of poetry, and the terrestrial
realm of embodied experience which, in the act of transcendence, Marvell "laid aside."
Just as "Marvell's garden was not Plato's / garden," neither is
it Webb's:
And I have gone walking slowly
in his garden of necessity
leaving brothers, lovers, Christ
outside my walls
where they have wept without
and I within.

All poets must "of necessity" enter the garden of intellection, for
it's a necessary room of one's own.11 Yet if this female poet is to
duplicate for herself the conditions governing Marvell's poetic
creativity, she too must scorn "love's solicitude" by re-imagining
the garden as excluding men, be they brothers, lovers, or Christ
himself. But it doesn't work: as the tears suggest, this is little
more than a static and sterile world in which Webb's poet cannot flourish; nor can those she excludes from it flourish without
her. Again, small wonder that she has "wept for some new convulsion / to tear together this world and his." The real "necessity" here is not merely the integration of mind and body, celestial
and terrestrial, but more importantly, the integration of the mutually exclusive realms of male and female.
"Marvell's Garden" was published in Even Your Right Eye,
Webb's first solo book,12 which is full of personae in search of a
place from which to write. The book appeared in 1956, a noteworthy date because the 1950s was the decade identified as the
most regressive of the twentieth century with respect to the fortunes of Western women. But the night is always darkest before
the dawn, and for women writers in many parts of the English218
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speaking world, it had been a long night — one that had begun
with the onset of literary modernism. For in addition to its "elitist, formalistic, anti-democratic, and anti-terrestrial" dimensions,
modernism was also anti-female. The modernism of Eliot and
Joyce, founding fathers of the movement, was "constructed not
just against the grain of Victorian male precursors, not just in
the shadow of a shattered God, but as an integral part of a complex response to female precursors and contemporaries," as
Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have observed.
Indeed, it is possible to hypothesize that a reactionformation against the rise of literary women became
not just a theme in modernist writing but a motive for
modernism. . . . [For modernism] functions simultaneously to counter and to recover the noble fatherhood of
precursors from Homer to Dante and Shakespeare. . . .
[B]y and large [modernism] remained (and may have
been unconsciously designed as) a men's club. It is not
surprising, therefore, that on his first reading of The
Waste Land Joyce noted that T.S. Eliot's masterpiece
"ends [the] idea of poetry for ladies." (Gilbert and Gubar
1987 156)

If the garrison has any applicability to the writing of women, it
is on the level of modernist convention. There was not much
room for women to move around in modern poetry, so they either had to "write like a man" or get out.13 To choose the latter
option obviously meant silence — and there was certainly no
shortage of that in Webb's early career. To choose the former
meant entanglement in a web of contradiction and paradox beyond what modernist convention was designed to accommodate. As "Marvell's Garden" suggests, Webb was fascinated by
that extra dimension of contradiction and paradox.14 The narcissistic selfhood of the lyric positioned the poetic I/eye at the
centre of experience — as it did the "I" of Andrew Marvell — but
that subject position is unavailable to Webb's poet.15 The poet
orbits "the fixed sundial" at the centre of the garden, but as she
closes in on it she finds what Pauline Butling calls "a dissolving
centre of contradictions and reversals: 'closer, closer I come to
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contradiction / to the shade green within the green shade'" (1988
70). The poem's claim that "too many fences fence us out" could
well be made on behalf of all women poets who never quite
gained access to the centre of the modern lyric.16
The masculinity of modernism accounts for the "dominance
of male figures" in Webb's early work which, in the context of
some of the Wilson's Bowl poems, she would call "more of an
embarrassment to myself than anything else": "Some have suggested that these figures could be masks, personae, my animus,
my male muse in many guises. . . . I think that those interpretations are significant — I might even agree with them. 17 They signify the domination of a male power culture in my educational
and emotional formation so overpowering that I have, up to now,
been denied access to inspiration from the female figures of my
intellectual life, my heart, my imagination" (WB 9). This is certainly borne out in "Marvell's Garden," where the metaphysical garden signifies "a male power culture" — the culture of poetry. The
figure of Marvell himself, a kind of Father Culture, becomes poetry's gatekeeper, who has "denied access" to women. In this way,
"The Garden" can be seen as a logical precursor of The Wasteland
— and, of course, Eliot alludes to Marvell's poem in "The Love Song
of J. Alfred Prufrock." As a consequence of this denial of the feminine, Webb's personae are often in search of a garden of their own.
The garden is an intermediate, or transitional, space where
mutually alienated culture and nature meet and interconnect.
As Paul Shepard writes:
City buildings are for people. In spite of roaches and
rats, urban houses and pavements have no little transition to nature, no intermediate ground shared with the
external world, except for gardens. Like the cathedral,
the garden or park represents the point at which the
interpretation of experience in nature is transitional
between mythical and rational, between an internal,
personal sense of identity and the universe. The garden
is composed of real nonhuman organisms with their
own independent existences, but which are perceived
metaphorically and reassuringly. Unlike the buildings
which turn the individual in on himself, the garden is the
landing from which outer space is confronted. (113-114)
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It is true that Marvell, in caring "more for the form / of things
than for the thing itself," was more interested in "outer space"
than he was in "the landing," but this is in keeping with Father
Culture's metaphysical preoccupations; Shepard would likely
include Marvell in the male category of "the esthetes who attempt to etheralize [sic] their sexuality" (107). But the fact remains that real gardens on real earth are places where nature
and gardeners are on intimate terms. The gardener may transform nature in anthropocentric ways but, as Shepard intimates,
in the process nature can also transform the gardener in
ecocentric ways. That process is hermeneutical, rather than
metaphysical, and is analogous to a poetic process in which the
opposition between "mythical and rational," "personal" and "universal," dissolves. Hence, Webb's poets negotiate with many gardeners, gatekeepers, and muses — all aspects of Father Culture
— for a place to put down roots and grow.
Marvell's garden of poetic creativity may have "closed in on
Paradise," but Father Culture also presides over another of paradise's binary opposites, which is also a garden of sorts:
The poet in his tree of hell
will see life steadily and see it well.
The world is round. It moves in circles.
The poet in his vision tree
imparts immaculate necessity
to murder, ignorance and lust.
The world is round. It moves in circles.
Poetry, the poet's curse,
will look, for better or for worse,
like a simple monk in meditation
cloaked in apparent deprivation:
in its ambiguous nakedness
glows the raiment of its otherness.
The world is round. It moves in circles.
With laughter on his haunted face,
a madman captive in a leaf's embrace,
the poet wildly shakes his tree . . .
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The world is round. It moves in circles.
("In Situ" EYRE 54)

In 1982, Sharon Thesen provided a superb anthropological and
Jungian analysis of this poem that links it with Webb's later work.
In that context, "Webb's conception of the 'poet in his tree' suggests the shamanic vocation of the poet as messenger of the
other, as spiritual adept, and as 'seer' of visions" (17). This interpretation helps Thesen to illuminate the petroglyph poems of
Wilson's Bowl. But "In Situ" has more obvious links to poems of
the same period. The poem is part of a two-part sequence that
explores the dark underside of modernist convention, which was
in part a reaction against the sentimentalization of nature perceived to characterize late Victorian Romanticism. "In Situ" is
nothing if not a desentimentalization of the garden: in this hellish inversion of Marvell's heaven, male poet, simple monk, and
Matthew Arnold, alluded to in the second line, add up to an unholy masculine trinity. The Arnoldian allusion is especially significant, for if anyone set himself up as Father Culture, it was
Arnold. Indeed, Arnold was the first Western thinker to isolate
"culture" as a definable entity, which he then implicitly defined
as white, upper-class, male — and literary. "In Situ" atop his cultural elitism, Arnold wished to see life steadily and see it whole.
While many of his numerous essays are devoted to positive
things, such as "sweetness and light," what he also reported on
from his lofty perch was philistinism, barbarism, and anarchy.
This is not much different than the "murder, ignorance and lust"
which Webb's treed poet imparts with "immaculate" fidelity.
In distant orbit around Arnoldian Father Culture circles
Mother Earth, also known as "Mother Nature." Compared to the
"simple monk" — naked yet clothed in "otherness" — what does
she look like up close?
Sprouts the bitter grain in my heart,
green and fervent it grows as all
this lush summer rises in heats about me,
calls along the vines of my wrath,
chokes and enchants my eyes
Even the crows that nest in this valvular forest
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scream and collect the glittering fires
of my hatreds, dispose this desperate love,
my fury, amid the sinister leaves.
Hot, the wind threatens my trees with weather,
rushes the crows to skies of their ancient glory,
vultures, and I watch, tormented by sun.
I am all land to this malignant grain, ambiguous,
it burgeons in a single season, like fear.
Like fear I have known it, a forest of green angels,
a threat of magnificent beasts. . .
("Sprouts the Bitter Grain" EYRE 19)

This is not the view from atop culture's vision tree, but rather,
the view from the other side of the culture/nature divide — the
view, it might be said, from outside the garrison. Perhaps this is
what it feels like to be identified as Father Culture's Other, repository of all his ambivalent feelings about his inability to transcend the human condition, which entraps him in nature, just as
the poet "In Situ" is "captive in a leafs embrace." My interpretation
here draws on Simone de Beauvoir's The Second Sex, another work
by a female philosopher of the fifties, in which she notes that "still
in our day woman inspires man with horror: it is the horror of his
own carnal contingence, which he projects upon her" (138).
As for the garden, this poet-as-landscape/poet-as-poem, is
the garden. She is the transitional space between culture and
nature. This corresponds to Sherry Ortner's view of woman's
place in a variety of patriarchal societies: "Belonging to culture,
yet appearing to have stronger and more direct connections with
nature [woman] is ... seen as situated between the two realms"
(80). She may perform the function of mediating between the
realms (84), but in the case of this poem, she is also the site of
the conflict between them: she is a terrible warning against using language to conquer nature rather than to extend communion with nature. Perhaps this is why all those ambivalent feelings
— bitterness, wrath, hatred, desperation, fury, and fear — are
not simply projections but are also internal to the poet/landscape
that articulates them: she is as threatening as she is threatened,
as malignant as she is maligned. These are the kinds of paradoxes that fascinated Webb and rendered suicidal the poets she
entangled in them.
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Like "In Situ," "Sprouts the Bitter Grain" can be seen as a
reversal of Andrew Marvell's garden because Webb's poem tells
the garden's side of the story. The paradox at the heart of Marvell's
poem was that its images of growth were inconsistent with the
notion of timelessness. But this was no problem for Marvell:
through poetic transcendence into the realm of abstraction he
could annihilate terrestrial flux and change. Indeed, Marvell's
poem actually equates "transcending" with "Annihilating" nature. As Webb's poem intimates, it's only through this act of transcendence that Marvell's garden "closed in on Paradise." But
transcendence is at best a poetic fiction, at worst a dangerous
illusion, for it alienates us from nature. Moreover, the assumption at the heart of the illusion is that it is the male poet who is
transcendent; women, like nonhuman nature, are merely the
agents of his transcendence. Thus Webb's female garden closes
in on hell: despite her images of organicism and growth, she is a
garden trapped in the timelessness of a "single season"; she is
the "hot glade" of "Marvell's Garden" trapped for eternity under
a scorching summer sun.
But gardens, despite the serpents who often lurk there, are
not always the site of such conflict. Gardens are sometimes recreational spaces, places of play — in this case, the play of meaning — and this poet/landscape would prefer that construction:
And Oh, I call,
Oh, to the gods of the temperate climes,
Praise me, destroy these criminal branches,
Bring me — soft — the weather of meadows,
The seasons and gardens of children.
("Sprouts the Bitter Grain," EYRE 19)

The suggestion of children at play in gardens leads to a possible
play on words: "temperate" evokes "temporal," and "climes"
rhymes with "times." Is this tormented landscape, constructed
according to the unsentimental conventions of modernism, calling upon the father-gods of an earlier poetic tradition to reconstruct her in their processural, if no less gendered, terms? If so,
as the destruction of her "criminal branches" seems to suggest,
no matter whose version of feminine stereotyping we impose
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upon nature, there are always ecocidal consequences. What this
garden and this poet want is an abandonment of the illusions of
timelessness and transcendence, and an acknowledgment of the
cycles of the seasons and the human embeddedness in nature.
Throughout Even Your Right Eye, what Webb calls her "adherence to the modernist approach as developed by the old boys"
(Butling 1991-92 35) was in conflict with the conventions modernism carried forward from earlier traditions. The I-ness of the
modern lyric both attracted and eluded her. Perhaps that I-ness
is "the bitter grain" that both "chokes and enchants my eyes."
For indeed, while her vision in these early poems is startling in
its clarity, the "I" in almost every case finds the fictions of transcendence, timelessness, and idealism hard to swallow. Integrating her vision with the demands of modernist convention —
"Grafting the living and the dead / into the flesh of eternity" —
requires that "the I become the We" ("Sacrament of Spring").
This fiction of eternity is the "troublesome lie" at the heart of
the poetic tradition; poetic conventions are "a little gang of sweet
pretence" that splinters the I, as in the line that reads "I, how can
I, I", and alienates these multiplying subjectivities from "that virtuous land / where one can die without a second birth" ("Lament").
Webb's poets in these earliest poems may be "moved by pure
design" but by withdrawing into "abstractions," they are
"draw[ing] the curtains" against the terrestrial world of growth
and change: "Thus I elaborate a rite [write?]," "call in the leafless
winter that I shun" ("Curtains"). In what is perhaps another allusion to Arnold, father of poetry as a substitute religion, empty
poetic form becomes the implied analogue of the empty "shape
of prayer," "curved and going nowhere, to fall / in pure abstraction
saying everything / and saying nothing at all" ("The Shape of
Prayer"). Compared to all these leafless, lifeless, deathless shapes
and abstractions, the "bird of death is radiant and complex"
("Pain").
Webb's poets live inside these early poems; thus by lashing
out at the conventions and systematically killing them off, as it
were, they are committing a kind of suicide — which may account for the many repetitions of the suicide theme throughout
Webb's work. It was a theme that some critics dismissed as selfpitying and others embraced as ennobling; both groups tended
to interpret it as signifying ultimate finality (and, illogically, as
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autobiography). But there were always more poets where the
dead ones came from, and it is through their pain, despair, loss,
and suicide that Webb renews herself again and again, as her
poetry cycles through the seasons of its early development.
Implicit in a passage from C.G. Jung's Alchemical Studies,
quoted by Thesen in her analysis of Webb's vision tree, is the
philosophical link between the poems in Even Your Right Eye
and those of Webb's next book, The Sea is Also a Garden: "The
philosophical tree usually grows alone and 'on the sea' in the
Western Land, which presumably means on an island. The secret moon-plant of the adepts is 'like a tree planted in the sea"'
(Thesen 18). This in turn relates to how Webb spent the years in
which she wrote all of her early poetry: "I grew up on an island
— Vancouver Island. I was born in Victoria and grew up there,
and my one ambition when I was a teenager was to get off that
island — you know, onto the big mainland! The big city! And
then half way through my life my ambition was to get back onto
an island . . . " (qtd. in Munton 82). Webb's personae would not
be entirely free from the discomfort of ill-fitting conventions until
Webb herself made the permanent move to Salt Spring Island in
1969. In the meantime, her growing consciousness of the sea as
the ultimate garden of creativity, including poetic creativity,
would have to carry her through. Some of the poems in The Sea
is Also a Garden were written during her 1960-62 Vancouver
stopover between ten years in Montreal/London/Paris and seven
years in New York/San Francisco/Toronto. What is important
about the book for my argument is that it was published a year
before the UBC summer poetry course, a Canadian literary event
that has passed into legend. There, in 1963, Webb and several
other West Coast poets would come into fruitful contact with
Americans Charles Olson, Robert Duncan, Robert Creeley, Denise
Levertov, and Allen Ginsberg. This meeting would shift the axis
of poetic influence from east-west to south-north, catapult Canadian poetry beyond traditional modernist convention, and thus
accelerate Webb's development in the direction it had been slowly
moving in The Sea is Also a Garden.
The book opens with these lines from William Carlos
Williams which serve as the epigraph:
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But the sea
which no one tends
is also a garden

"Mad Gardener to the Sea..." opens the book and plays off these
lines. Unlike Williams' sea/garden, Webb's gets regularly tended
— by the moon/gardener, who is as mad and rageful as any of
Webb's muses. These emotional qualities implicity associate the
moon with the feminine in accordance with antique gender
mythology. But this poem "dreameth" back even farther than
the earliest human cultures, back "beyond all Paradise," "back
to water" as the first garden, the place where all subsequent gardens — including Marvell's — had their beginning. The sea is,
then, the Garden of Gardens, and long before there were human
females to identify with it, the moon gardened there, turning the
tides as the garden turned through night and turned through
day, and seeing the sea through the seasons. The sea makes it
possible to see.
What the poet sees is that not all gardens in the Western
literary tradition close in on heaven, hell, or any other transcendent realm. There are, for example, the three she chooses to claim
for herself in "Three Haiku on a Literary Theme." All three of
these gardens, which Webb borrows from "The Song of Songs,"
Shakespeare's Othello, and Thomas Brown's "My Garden," close
in on love:

i
"A garden inclosed
is my sister, my spouse". Bloom
blue delphinium.
ii
Gardener is will.
"Our bodies are our gardens".
Insect, who are you?
iii
Heart's flowering. "A
garden is a lovesome thing",
December lover.
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In startling contrast to "The garden where Marvell scorned love's
solicitude," these gardens owe their very existence to love. Love
is, after all, the name we give to the most powerful interconnecting force between self and other: in Webb's many catalogues of
emotions, Love always shines like a beacon illuminating the process of interconnection. Marvell's notwithstanding, many gardens
in literature have been metaphors for poets' most intimate relationships: their gardens have been their sisters, their spouses,
their bodies, and other "lovesome" things. Compared to Webb's
sea/garden, they may appear overly feminized, anthropomorphized, and sentimentalized, but they all have an immediacy
which, for Webb, is absent in the late modernist tradition. Little
wonder, then, that her poet lays claim to these gardens. She claims
a corner of each by planting a new particularity within it — a "delphinium," an "Insect," a "lover." Most important of all, in terms of
Webb's evolving poetic, in recasting these familiar literary gardens
in Haiku form, what she has created is a transitional space in which
the literary traditions of East and West meet and interconnect.
What the poet also sees now is made clear in a pair of poems
called "Breaking" and "Making." To paraphrase:18 she sees the
necessity for "Breaking" out of the religious, literary, and philosophical prisons of Western culture because there is a "Destructive element" in all our systems of thought, which systems are
themselves undergoing destruction. Notions of resurrection and
eternal life have "clattered to the ground" with the "crucifix,"
and it would be best "not to raise our silly gods again." Our oppressive (and patriarchal) literary traditions now "bear a crown
of darkness," and our ancient philosophies are like antique marble sculptures "crumbling in the terrible Grecian light." All of
these crumbling systems are, of course, the context for the poetic
conventions out of which Webb's poetry is also "Breaking."
For Webb, a new kind of poetry is now in the "Making" —
one that gives poetic voice to a time-honoured mother-culture:
Quilted
patches, unlike the smooth slick loveliness
of bought,
this made-ness out of self-madness
thrown across their bones to keep them warm.
It does.
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This new poetry may not be as grand as the old tradition, but it
will do: it's homemade, out of "self-madness," like a crazy-quilt
of random patches — a craziness that is not so much a breakdown as a breakthrough.19 It may not require a grand poet, toiling in the isolation of his genius, but it will do: "two bodies are
better than one for this quilting." It may not be grandly inspired
by the saints of Western Christianity, but it will do: "Exemplary
under the tree, / Buddha glows out now." Despite the alleged
modesty of this poetic quilting project, "A grace is made, a loveliness is caught." Most important of all, there are no elite upper
realms here because, quilted in "the mild unblessedness of day,"
this poetry honours "the untranscended soul." This is a poetry
free of old conventions and pretensions: thus, "for our dubious
value it will do. / It always does."
In "Marvell's Garden," the poet "caught the vest he'd laid aside /
all blest with fire"—caught it but did not put it on; in its maleness it
did not quite fit. In "Flux," the poet is that vest, that perishable body:
Who would call me to still centres
needs a lesson in desire.
I am fire's ephemeral
boast on Heraclitean air.

Here, Webb critiques the "still centres" that so attracted T.S. Eliot
and his fellow modernists. Still as death and devoid of desire,
those centres are the transcendent realms that go back to the
dualism of Plato and Parmenides. Webb embraces instead the
temporal realm of change and flux as represented by Heraclitus,
who envisioned the world as periodically destroyed by fire, only
to be renewed in every detail. Heraclitus would become the patron saint of postmodernism, yet Davey ignored his presence in
Webb's work. The Heraclitean vision is certainly in keeping with
the successive generations of Webb personae who self-immolated on the funeral biers of modernist convention, only to rise
from the ashes because
Nothing finally is final —
every love is a rain
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opening the bud to fire
asking and receiving its own Easter.

Interesting here is Webb's ability to see correspondences between
systems of thought, such as Heraclitean and Christian philosophies, which were regarded by most other poets of the sixties as
trapped in binary opposition. In Webb, the Heraclitean-Christian correspondence can be read as a corrective to Eliot's vision
in "Little Gidding," where fire is more hellish than Heraclitean,
and the conflagration of matter (mater?) separated man from it,
purifying his soul of all earthly desire so that he can achieve
integration with a transcendent God. By contrast, the fire in "Flux"
is for the purpose of nature's renewal and is a promise of the
return of earthy desire. This is nature's "own Easter," not man's.
Annihilation and renewal are not opposites, nor are they even
two separate processes. Paradoxically, they are the same thing,
torn apart only by the relentlessly polarizing forces of language.
Whereas in "Marvell's Garden" the poet weeps "for some new
convulsion / to tear together" what language tears assunder, in
"Flux" she achieves the longed-for integration by intimating that
opposites have more in common than otherwise. The only "transcendence" here is the transcendence of binary opposition. Webb's
embracing of this paradox recalls several of her female contemporaries, whose poetic visions are characterized primarily by integration. As Sharon Thesen put it: "While Webb's concerns are
passionate, her poems are never linguistic or ideological battlegrounds: whatever they might be saying, we are aware of an energy
composed inside the diction and consciousness of the poem" (13).20
Some of the Webb-poets who killed themselves to escape a
bad relationship with modernist convention were replaced by
others who became mistresses par excellence of the form. In The
Sea is Also a Garden, several of them reveal their skill in such poems
as "Galaxy," "Images in Crystal" and, here, in "The Glass Castle":
The glass castle is my image for the mind
that if outmoded has its public beauty.
It can contain both talisman and leaf,
and private action, homely disbelief.
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I do not mean I shall not crack the pane.
I merely make a statement, judicious and polite,
that in this poise of crystal space
I balance and I claim the five gods of reality
to bless and keep me sane. (SAG 12)

This is an image of "Webb's mind, [which] seems always to be
moving toward composure" (Thesen 13). Indeed, what keeps the
poet of "The Glass Castle" sane in a place that drove her predecessors mad is "balance." This balance keeps the poem from
becoming an ideological battleground upon which two theories
of poetry compete for dominance. Like her dead sisters of Even
Your Right Eye, she recognizes that the head-poetry of elaborate
technical artifice is "outmoded," yet unlike them she values it
for its "public beauty" in much the same way that we cannot
help valuing public art, even while we watch it "crumbling in
the terrible Grecian light." This recognition means that she can
always "crack the pane," escape the outmoded conventions, and
put her five senses to work on different kinds of poetry.
As if to honour all her suicidal poets, Webb writes "To Friends
Who Have Also Considered Suicide," reminding them that suicide is "still a good idea":
In the end it brings more honesty and care
than all the democratic parliaments of tricks.
It is the "sickness unto death"; it is death;
it is not death; it is the sand from the beaches
of a hundred civilizations, the sand in the teeth
of death and barnacles our singing tongue:
and this is "life" and we owe at least this much
contemplation to our Western fact: to Rise,
Decline, Fall, to futility and larks,
to the bright crustaceans of the oversky. (SAG 23-24)

Suicide did prove a good idea because it brought "more honesty
and care" to Webb's poetry, as successive generations of Webb's
personae demonstrate. These suicides allowed Webb to clear the
sand "of a hundred civilizations" from between her teeth,
unbarnacle her "singing tongue," and rise like a lark in the sky
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above her "bright" sea-garden. Now, if only the Fathers Culture
of Western civilization would also self-immolate, the possibility
of a more honest and careful culture might rise out of the ashes;
after all, it would not be the first time.
Webb closes The Sea is Also a Garden with a poem that "recalls H.D.'s Sea Garden" (Thesen 13) and has come to be regarded
as emblematic of a struggle that characterizes the work of many
women poets operating within male-dominated traditions. Indeed William Wordsworth's patriarchal shadow looms large over
"Poetics Against the Angel of Death":
I am sorry to speak of death again
(some say I'll have a long life)
but last night Wordsworth's "prelude"
suddenly made sense — I mean the measure,
the elevated tone, the attitude
of private Man speaking to public men.
Last night I thought I would not wake again
but now with this June morning I run ragged to elude
The Great Iambic Pentameter
who is the Hound of Heaven in our stress
because I want to die
writing Haiku
or, better,
long lines, clean and syllabic as knotted bamboo. Yes!
(SAG 39)

The poem begins with a characteristically feminine apology for
speaking out, but ends with an emphatic assertion of the poet's
right to speak. Between this opening and closing is an attempt
to come to terms with the patriarch of Romantic poetry, the "Angel of Death" to so many women poets, and imaged here in a
poetic dialogue which, like Marvell's garden, excludes women.
The Wordsworthian tradition, with its "elevated tone" and its
ponderous measure — its egocentric I AM-bic pentameter21 —
threatens to hound the female poet into a deathly silence. The
poet's retreat from the patriarchal British tradition and her escape into what is for her a more congenial Eastern tradition echo
all the suicidal retreats and great escapes I've been tracing
through Webb's early work.22
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Phyllis Webb is enjoying a long life, and she has risen out of
the ashes of a critical war in which she was unjustly burned at
the stake of literary ideology. Naked Poems, the book that followed The Sea is Also a Garden, and which was condemned by
Davey as written in "a language so private, cryptic, fragmentary,
and 'naked' that it almost abandons communication" (1974 262),
survived his attack to become a cherished contribution to Canadian poetry. Naked Poems contains what is perhaps the briefest and
most succinct statement of ecopoetics in all of Webb's early work:
What do you really want?
want the apple on the bough in
the hand in the mouth seed
planted in the brain want
to think "apple" (VT 104)

Here, the desire is toward a perfect integration of real gardens,
where real apple trees grow, with the internal garden, the garden of intellection and poetic invention. Only through this process of integration and internalization can we begin to move
beyond our dualistic habits of thought and reintegrate humanity and nonhuman nature. For if we can only learn to "think
'apple,'" we will be able to speak and act on the wisdom that
"apple" has long signified in Western culture. It was, after all, the
impossibility of the apple in Marvell's Eveless Eden that made
his garden so uninhabitable, his thought so unthinkable, his
greening so ungreen. The simplicity and directness — indeed,
the nakedness — of Webb's statement is surely among what Bentley calls "the ways in which poems . . . act to bridge the gaps
within and among things human and nonhuman that were
opened by modernity" (1990 n.pag.).
Critical warfare is hardest on those poets whose work has
the dubious honour of serving as battlefield. Were it not for her
philosophy of rising from the ashes of destruction, Phyllis Webb
might never have survived her "critical wounds" to take up making poems again. Had she remained a mere casualty of war, her
early work, like the writing of untold numbers of her female
predecessors, might well have been lost to literary history.
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Forensic archaeology is an inexact science, and we cannot count
on finding all the bodies buried beneath the excrement, junk,
and garbage of critical conflict. With respect to the ecological
visions of women poets, we need to remember that poetic language, in its special richness, is often the most effective language
for bringing the Other keenly into human consciousness; often
that Other is nonhuman nature. Unlike the language of criticism
which even at its best is ideological (R.M. Brown 155), poetic
language invites the reader to reach for those spontaneous interconnections that happen in the writing process, those nature
"connections that invest the writer's world with newly understood purpose and meaning" (Lebowitz 1996 5). We need to give
each individual ecopoem the kind of care and respect we ought
to be giving the ecosphere itself; otherwise we run the risk of
committing an act of critical ecocide, from whose particular ashes
there may never rise another poem.
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8
Tracing the Terrestrial
in the Early Work of RSL Page;

A Feminist Psychoanalyse EcoiBading

ategorizing the poetry of P.K. Page has never been an
easy critical task. The scant attention paid her during
the first three decades of her career was perhaps a reflection of the discomfort of critics, who could not pigeonhole
her work as belonging to a particular literary school or influenced by a particular mode of philosophical thought. As John
Orange has observed, "Initially she was aligned with the leftist
poets of social protest and the modernists; then she was seen as
part of a cosmopolitan-metaphysical group.

C

Gradually her connections to the Symbolists were
emphasized until, in the late seventies, her work began
to be assessed on its own terms, and its recurring
images and metaphors came to be seen as an enclosed
poetic world, or myth, which emphasized ways of
seeing, the nature of the real, and mystical vision, in an
increasingly transparent language. (Orange 1989 10)

Orange is quite accurate; one can almost hear the collective sigh
of relief that runs through the criticism of the seventies, when it
was finally agreed that Page lived in her own private clutter of
images, a transcendent realm at several removes from the incessant flux and process of nature. Critics such as the postmodernist
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Frank Davey, for example, writing in 1974, could now project
back on to the young modernist Page "a severe distrust of the
physical universe" and dismiss her as one of "the various 'antilife' poets of twentieth-century Canadian poetry" (Davey 1976
233-4).
While it is true that the exquisite visionary precision latent
in Page's early poetry did emerge as one of the central features
of her work during the seventies, it is also true that the heavy
critical emphasis on the recurring metaphor of eyes and seeing
as a poetic device that distances her from material reality helped
to obscure the way she sometimes incorporated other bodily
senses to keep her connected to the natural world and underscore her identification with it. Fortunately — or perhaps not
so, given the severity of the ecological crisis — we have an urgent reason for re-visioning what poets like P.K. Page may have
been trying to tell us about nature and their relationship to it.
In the eyes of literary critics during the seventies, there were
only two responses to nature a Canadian poet could have: s/he
either recoiled from it in deep terror, the view of Northrop Frye's
disciples, or she could revel in its Heraclitean clash of opposites,
a la Davey and other postmodernists. Either way, opposition and
conflict were central. Now, however, critics such as D.M.R. Bentley are urgently investigating how literary criticism can "confirm or assist the reintegration of humanity and nature," how
"critics of Canadian poetry [can] participate in undoing the erosion of people's sense of their integrity and interconnectedness
with nature..." (Bentley 1990 n.pag.). Feminist critique can offer
at least one answer in keeping with what Bentley calls "ecological poetics," for a feminist perspective encourages us to examine the way women have internalized the assumption that
women are to men as nature is to culture. While 25 years of
feminist scholarship, coupled with our increasing environmental awareness, have made it ludicrous to insist that one sex is
somehow "closer" to nature than the other, the age-old belief
that men can transcend nature while women are hopelessly
embedded in it is in part responsible for some significant differences between male and female conceptualizations of nature.
To be sure, any critic — feminist or otherwise — who pursues
this difference risks being labelled a gender essentialist. Yet given
that both sexes are equally and inextricably embedded in nature,
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and that traditionally the most influential male thinkers have
denied this for men, while women have had to embrace it for
themselves, it makes sense to examine women's poetry for possible ways of coming to terms with that human embeddedness.
Nothing less than the survival of the planet is at stake.
In this essay, I apply an ecological and psychoanalytic perspective to a handful of P.K. Page's poems written before feminist scholarship and environmental crisis raised into general
consciousness the ecological folly of buying into notions of male
transcendence and female immanence. Unlike her more highly
sophisticated later poetry, in which she confidently plays with
and delights in the notion of transcendence, a few of her early
poems, along with her novel The Sun and the Moon, retain much
of the naivete of girlhood and emerging womanhood; hence they
can be seen as possessing clues to the way women grew into
their culturally assigned place vis-a-vis nature. More important,
these early works suggest a more terrestrially-grounded side of
Page's sensibility which, despite the images of summer green
and winter white that have dominated her work since the beginning, is largely overlooked by most critics and even denied by some.
Two early poems provide a key to a more ecologically centred appreciation of Page. One of these, a poem originally entitled "Landscape of Love," is a favourite of Page's and was chosen
by her for reprinting in two of her early volumes:
Where the bog ends, there, where the ground lips, lovely
is love, not lonely.
Land is
love, round with it, where the hand is;
wide with love, cleared scrubland, grain
on a coin.
Oh, the wheatfield, the rock-bound rubble;
the untouched hills
as a thigh smooth;
the meadow.
Not only the poor soil lovely, the outworn prairie,
but the green upspringing,
the lark-land,
the promontory.
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A lung-born land, this,
a breath spilling,
scanned by the valvular heart's
field glasses. (As Ten as Twenty 1)

An exclusively visionary and metaphysical interpretation of Page
would focus on the image of field glasses with its implication of
distance and the sense of sight. Such a reading might also interpret this alleged remoteness as undermining the effort at intimacy with both landscape and lover, seizing on the words "there"
in the opening line and "untouched" in the eighth as evidence
of this unfulfilled intimacy. Yet even if we accept these fragments
as distancing effects, this poem nevertheless stands in startling
contrast to others similar to it written by Page's male contemporaries. Tcike, for example, F.R. Scott's "Trans Canada," in which
the remote landscape is seen from an aircraft that springs "upward into a wider prairie," high above the material prairie around
Regina (Scott 34-5) — or, more significantly, Scott's "Flying to
Fort Smith," imaging another landscape peered at "through panes
of glass," a landscape remote from the "long lanes of space"
where the airborne poet dreams of future cities sleeping "Underground / In the coins of rock" (Scott 31). By contrast, Page
gives us the other side of those hidden coins, as it were — the
more visually immediate "Grain / on a coin," an image at once
organic and inorganic.
Page's poem may even be seen as a corrective to the male
landscape poetry of early Canadian modernism in that it directly
contradicts A.J.M. Smith's "The Lonely Land," which is often cited
as the most representative landscape poem of the period. Page's
landscape is by contrast "not lonely" because, unlike Smith's, it
is an intensely "Personal Landscape," for this was how she retitled
the poem when she chose it as the opening piece for her 1946
volume, As Ten As Twenty. Contrary to the widely held opinion
of her work as almost exclusively visual, this poem is so replete
with evocations of the sense of touch that even the word "untouched" evokes its opposite. The female body, round, wide,
smooth to the hand's touch, shares an intersubjective space with
the "cleared scrubland," "the wheatfield," "the rock-bound rubble," and "the outworn prairie." I will return to this concept of
intersubjective space, as it is central to the ecological poetic
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operative in much Canadian poetry by women. First, however, I
would like to examine a poem which may be seen as a kind of
companion piece to "Personal Landscape."
The image of "untouched hills" in a poem of such tactile intimacy as "Personal Landscape" is a paradox which "Virgin," another frequently republished poem, helps to unravel:
By the sun, by the sudden flurry
of birds in a flock,
oh, by love's ghost
and the imagined guest —
all these
shattering, shaking the girl
in her maidenhood,
she knows
him and his green song smooth as a stone
and the word
quick with the sap and the bud and the moving bird.
(The Metal and the Flower 30)
As Ellen Moers has written, "Common sense . . . taught us, long
ago, that Portnoy's complaint is hardly of an exclusive masculine nature; and that virgin girls are no more shut out from sexual
experience than their male counterparts" (Moers 256). But what
differentiates "Virgin" from male masturbation literature is that
this orgasmic experience brings not only knowledge of one's
own sexuality, but of nature as well. The Virgin's "imagined guest"
is indistinguishable from nature: in knowing "him and his green
song smooth as a stone," she comes to know nature, "quick with
the sap and the bud and the moving bird." This poem of female
desire and self-discovery not only images the deep
interconnectedness of humankind and nature; along with "Personal Landscape," it also helps to refute the view that for Page
"terrestrial life is an amalgam of deceit, pain, overpowering speed,
and sin" (Davey 1976 231). Indeed, as "Virgin" demonstrates, nature is not merely "the environment" — a humanistic construct
defining man as the measure and the centre of all that surrounds
him — but rather, something that is also as intimately internal to us
as a male lover enclosed within a woman's sexual embrace. In other
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words, our relationship to nature is paradoxical: nature is our "holding environment" which we in turn hold within ourselves.
The paradox that characterizes our relationship to nature corresponds to a paradox addressed by feminist psychoanalytic
theorists. Drawing on the work of British object-relationist W.D.
Winnicott, Jessica Benjamin theorizes it as the intersubjective
mode of spatial representation: the "intersubjective mode assumes the possibility of a context with others in which desire is
constituted for the self. It thus assumes the paradox that in being with the other, I may experience the most profound sense of
self" (Benjamin 1986 92). The intersubjective mode is associated with the "interior of the body and the space between bodies [which] form an elusive pattern, a plane whose edge is
ever-shifting" in that it "both forms a boundary and opens up
into endless possibility" (94). This intersubjective space is a place
where all objects are subjects, where self and other meet in a
flow of mutual recognition, where relationship is akin to process
rather than structure. Intersubjective space is often likened to
the psychoanalytic "holding environment," a transitional space
in which "experience can be transformed in the process of selfdiscovery." Understanding the fantasy lives of women, including the literary products of that fantasy, involves recognizing in
women "the wish for a holding other whose presence does not
violate one's space but permits the experience of one's own desire," a holding other who acknowledges that desire "when it
emerges of itself." Inner space as women often experience it is
not sealed off but rather, opens out onto "the space between self
and other: the holding environment and transitional space"
(Benjamin 1986 96). The intersubjective mode of representation
thus provides a clear accounting of the female desire and selfdiscovery of "Virgin," and the more subtle auto-eroticism implicit in "Personal Landscape," where the poet is alone in nature
but "not lonely."
The intersubjective mode is distinct from the intrapsychic
mode of symbolic representation, in which the phallus is the
organizer of desire: "The phallus as emblem of desire [represents] the one-sided individuality of subject meeting object, a
complementarity that idealizes one side and devalues the other"
(Benjamin 1986 98). This mode is unlike the intersubjective mode
in several ways. First, it preserves the dualistic, hierarchical,
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oppositional distinction between subject and object. Second,
eschewing the interdependence and fluid ego boundaries of the
intersubjective mode, it idealizes autonomy, individualism, separation, and distance from the other; it obeys the laws of structure rather than process. And finally, it is the mode which has
traditionally governed gender relations (and, by extension, Western humanism's attitude to devalued, "feminine" nature). Significantly, despite the evidence that what is experientially female
is the association of desire with intersubjective space, "women
who present such images of spatial containment and inner space
also have masochistic fantasies in which surrender is called forth
by the other's power to penetrate, to know, and to control their
desire" (97). These masochistic fantasies are the dark underside
of women's propensity toward ideal love: the internalization of
the father qua phallus as a representation of agency and desire
accounts for women's traditional readiness to idealize men, who
heroically struggle for transcendence, and who represent and give
women vicarious access to that transcendence (Benjamin 1986 79).
Benjamin concludes that the self which develops and accumulates through intersubjective experiences of self-recognition
"is a different modality that sometimes works with, but sometimes is at cross-purposes to, the symbolized ego of phallic structuring. It is essential to retain this sense of the complementary,
as well as the contrasting, relationship of these modes. Otherwise, one falls into the trap of choosing between them, grasping
one side of a contradiction that must remain suspended to be
clarifying" (1986 94). In other words, we need to suspend our
binary habits of thought if we are to grasp what is meant here by
complementarity. This sense of complementarity and contrast
is important to an examination of Page's initial attempt at an
ecological poetic.
In addition to the characteristics already outlined, the
intersubjective mode has also been associated with empathy, an
interpersonal relatedness during which one experiences temporary identification with the other's emotional state yet remains
aware that the source of the emotion is in the other.1 This has
obvious implications for Page's romance, The Sun and the Moon,
written when she was just twenty-one years old.2 This novel, as
Jean Mallinson has noted, is "important to the student or serious
reader of Page's poems" (Mallinson 1979 8). Indeed, it may be
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read as one of Page's earliest attempts to work out her ecological
poetic. A narrative of female power and desire, the novel may
also be read as a tragic commentary on how that power and
desire are thwarted by the failure to understand and value them.
The failed interrelationship between the novel's two central characters echoes the failure of humankind's relationship to nature.
John Orange's sustained reading of the novel leaves little to
add, except perhaps an extension of the psychological allusions.
Orange focuses on the Jungian allusions which, when seen to
provide the structure of the work, divide its symbols and images
neatly into masculine and feminine:
The symbolic design is complex and consistently used
to make statements about male versus female, art versus
nature, intellectual and civil order versus intuitive
spontaneity and empathy with the particularity of
things as they exist in nature. The masculine realm of
intellectual ordering, the spirit divorced from matter,
and artistic patterning is associated with symbols of the
sun and various forms of light, jewellery, the wind,
hunting, the colour brown, and music. The feminine
realm of earth and dream is symbolized by the moon,
the sea and its plants and fish, rocks, trees, the colour
white, a white panther, various flowers and vegetation,
and doves — all images consistent with the rites of the
Great Goddess of earliest mythology. . . . (Orange 1989
17-8)

Orange's analysis makes sense of the way the novel is constructed
on the principle of binary opposition. From the perspective of
the postmodernist era, this structure may seem conventional,
but during the 1930s, the mapping of the psyche by Freud and
Jung into pairs of opposing drives or archetypes was still finding
its way into Canadian fiction. Freud's concept of Einfuhlung,
coined as "empathy" from the Greek empatheia by Freud's translator James Strachey, emerges in the novel as a potential force
for reconciling these oppositions.
The novel, as succinctly described by Orange, "follows the
love affair between eighteen-year-old Kristin Fender, who was
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born during a lunar eclipse and possesses the power to 'become'
objects in her environment through concentration and empathy,
and Carl Bridges, a thirty-seven-year-old successful artist who,
significantly, wants to paint Kristin the moment he meets her"
(Orange 1989 17). Page's choice of the names Fender and Bridges
is intriguing. On one level the names are appropriate: through
marriage, Carl wishes to create a permanent bridge between himself and Kristin, but in the end she fends him off, choosing instead to merge with nature. However, on a less obvious level the
names take on an ironic reversal, for it is Kristin who possesses
the potential for creating interpersonal bridges: her empathic
power is both cause and consequence of her ability to relate
intersubjectively. Orange is correct in attributing significance to
Carl's desire to paint Kristin, for the only way he can "fend 'er"
off is to objectify her — quite literally — by turning her into an
art "object," a representation of ideal womanhood, contained,
controlled, and disempowered.
The tragedy of the story is that neither Carl nor Kristin can
fully appreciate the positive power of Kristin's gift:
"Sometimes," he said, "you almost take the words
out of my mouth. It's as if you know me from the inside
— an empathetic knowledge of me."
"What is empathetic?" She sat up straight.
"Well," he hesitated. "It's a psychic term really. An
inner knowledge resulting from the projection of the
mind of the observer into the thing observed."
"Oh!" Why are we talking like this, why already are
we on the subject I dread? She raised her hand to her
mouth to hold it steady. "Is there any cure for it?" she
asked.
"Cure?" said Carl. "No, I don't think so, darling. It's
a sort of extra sense that leads to a fuller understanding.
I don't think it's a thing people try to cure." (The Sun
and the Moon 107)

Carl has an intellectual understanding of Kristin's empathetic
facility, yet he experiences her empathy as an assault on his identity. He has accurately analysed her propensity for a fuller —
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and perhaps too revealing — understanding of him. Not surprisingly, it cripples his creativity, and he finds himself unable to
paint. Carl embodies what psychoanalyst and novelist Stephen
Bergman has identified as "the difficulty men have in perceiving, understanding, and being in the process of relationship.
While it is easy for men to envision self, and even self and other,
it seems less easy to envision the relationship between self and
other, with a life of its own, in movement, as a process, arising
from and reflecting upon all participants, its realness defined by
the qualities inherent in mutual empathic connections" (2).
Rather than a relationship of intersubjective process, Carl's ego
demands a relationship of subject-object structure in keeping
with the intrapsychic mode of symbolic representation.
Conversely, to Kristin, who has virtually no intellectual grasp
of the empathetic, Carl's creative paralysis is more evidence in
support of her superstitious belief in coincidence, a belief in her
power to annihilate the other — to eclipse the other as the moon
had eclipsed the sun at her birth. Their relationship founders on
her conventionally phallic idealization of him, coupled with his
conventionally masculine inability to relax his rigid ego boundaries and enter into the intersubjective space she creates for them.
Although each sincerely desires the other, each is operating in a
different relational modality. His art is dependent upon his ability to remain autonomous and "objective"; she idealizes his autonomy and objectivity. Hence she responds with a traditionally
feminine gesture of self-sacrifice and withdraws from him. After observing Carl at his pastime chopping down trees, she fulfils the desire she had experienced on the eve of her wedding: to
become a tree rooted in the earth, battling the wind, sheltering
the birds, and "knowing the re-creation of self in the united forgetfulness of self" (The Sun and the Moon 97). This loss of self is
consistent with Benjamin's observation that the two modalities
of psychic representation can sometimes work at cross-purposes:
"The fantasy of submission in ideal love is that of being released
into abandon by another who remains in control.. . . [T]he freedom and abandon called forth by this powerful, controlling other
represent an alienated version of the safe space that permits selfdiscovery, aloneness in the presence of the other" (Benjamin 1986
97). Kristin's surrender of her power to nature creates an ironic
turn of events: it transforms the tree into a phallic symbol with
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the power to eclipse Kristin's individuality, even as she feared
eclipsing Carl's.
Not surprisingly, Kristin as subject is absent in the closing
image of the novel:
The sun and a small wind broke the surface of the lake
to glinting sword blades. On the far side, where the trees
marched, unchecked, right down to the water's edge,
there the lake was a shifting pattern of scarlet, vermilion and burnt orange. (137)
Diction suggesting breaking, slashing, and burning subvert this
tranquil image and echo the destruction of the marital bond.
Denied the fulfilment of her desire for intersubjective connection with Carl, Kristin abandons that desire and passes clear
through intersubjective space and onto "the far side" of it, merging with and disappearing into the landscape. Small wonder that
Page came to conclude that her "subconscious evidently knew
something about the tyranny of subjectivity years ago when it
desired to go 'through to the area behind the eyes / where silent,
unrefractive whiteness lies'" ("Questions and Images" 21).
Benjamin argues that "individuality is properly, ideally, a balance of separation and connectedness, of the capacities for
agency and relatedness" (82). However, if individuality and desire "remain unchallenged male domain," it leaves women "to
be righteous and deeroticized, intimate, caring, and self sacrificing" (85). Indeed, unreciprocated desire for the balance of
interconnectedness leaves only two alternatives: withdrawal into
the loneliness of independence and autonomy, as suggested by
Kristin's withdrawal from her marriage, or the self-erasure of
sustained merger with the powerful phallic other. Page's ability
to illustrate these two opposing alternatives in one tragic gesture is a significant literary feat. It demonstrates her ability not
only to embrace paradox but to see beyond it to the
interconnectedness of all phenomena. Paradox is only a seeming
contradiction, and when we invoke it we are admitting our tragic
inability to conceptualize in anything but binary terms. It is this
dualistic habit of mind which has wreaked havoc in our relationships with each other and, by extension, the rest of the natural world.
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Just as there is a point of balance between separation and
connectedness, so too is there a fine line between intersubjective
connection and the erasure of identity through sustained merger.
Sustained merger, as the novel suggests, is (to paraphrase Page's
comment quoted above) a tyrannical form of subjectivity — a
subjectivism as extreme as objectivism, its polarized opposite.
But if we reconceive our relationship with nature as a process
rather than a structure — a flow back and forth along a continuum rather than an opposition governed by subject/object
dualism — the distance between the polarized extremes might
be construed in terms of intersubjective experiences of varying
degrees of intensity. That Page was intent upon exploring her
relationship to nature within the context of this kind of fluid
process is suggested in "Reflection," a poem written while she
was at work on The Sun and the Moon. Not surprisingly, in this
poem, which combines visual and tactile imagery, self and nature are both represented by a tree:
In the noon of yesterday I saw a tree
pretending it was a woman,
bending over a stream,
dipping its arms in the water
as pale women on still nights dip theirs,
its thick hair falling forward
over its face, missing its own reflection.
And I bent over the water beside it,
dipping my hands in the stream
and my hair fell forward
and I was a tree.
In the reflection I saw
a tree and a woman bending,
merged in the water
and knew not whether I was the woman or tree.
("Reflection" 23)

There is nothing quite like pathetic fallacy for exposing the egocentricity of Western humanism — especially when it comes to
divining the true nature of Nature. Indeed, this tree, which pretends it is a woman and misses seeing its own reflection, has
much in common with Wordsworth's lonely cloud. It is, of course,
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humankind who pretends that nature is a woman, just as in this
poem it is really the woman who pretends she is a tree. What
the projection of femininity onto nature has meant in a phallically oriented culture is that we treat nature the way we treat
women; as an ironic consequence, in its currently desecrated
state, "Mother Nature" is giving us back an astonishingly accurate reflection of ourselves. In other words, like the persona in
the first seven lines of this poem, we have recreated nature in
our own image.
Perhaps it is the time dislocation between the tree at noon
and the "women on still nights" that prompts the poet actively
to test this projection instead of passively accepting appearance
as reality. In the act of bending over and disturbing the reflective
surface of the water she takes back her projection and, instead,
introjects the implicitly blurry image of self and tree merged,
and for an instant in time — the magical moment of noon — she
experiences herself as indistinguishable from nature. This movement from projection to introjection illustrates the process of
self-"Reflection" which brings her into empathetic intersubjective
relationship with the other. Unlike Kristin's sustained merger with
nature which erases her from the text, this moment of merger at
"noon of yesterday" is at one end of the relational continuum; at
the other is the present "Reflection" upon it which returns the
poet to herself while simultaneously revealing her deep
interconnectedness with nature.
This interconnectedness is consistent with Page's own evaluation of the poetic operative in her work. In "A Conversation
with P.K. Page," interviewer John Orange questions the extreme
dualism often imposed on her work: "it seems to me you're not
trying to leave the world behind the way some critics see you —
life-denying Manichean, Gnostic, anti-life and so on. Do you feel
in any way that there are two planes of existence unrelated to
each other except in the most tenuous ways?" Page's response is
emphatic: "No! No! Of course not. I think everything is immensely
integrated. I think, as far as I'm capable of understanding at all,
that things are intermeshed. They're... all part of the same thing
. . . " (Orange 1988 73-4). The unique way in which Page
conceptualizes and uses metaphor allows her to compensate for
its conventional dualism. For Page, metaphor "'gives two for one'
— gives two in one. Two or more separate ideas, objects, images
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fuse. In doing so generate energy. Illuminate" ("The Sense of
Angels" 18-19). This notion of two in one, rather than one superior to and illuminating the other, transforms metaphor into a
useful device for conveying a vision of the world prior to Western culture's conception of it as two unrelated planes of existence. It also makes it impossible to distinguish a primary (or
so-called "literal") from a metaphorical level in her work; hence
the critical view of Page as a "difficult" poet. The difficulty is, in
fact, not in Page, but rather, in our critical methodology. If some
of her poems have been ignored it is almost certainly because
they do not yield to conventional critical tools.
Take, for example, the habit of quoting fragments, a habit
which constitutes an assault on the integrity of a poem, and
which obscures as readily as it illuminates. The failure of this
critical tool is especially true in the case of "Summer," a poem
whose processural flow overpowers its tidy division into three
verses, in turn divided into conventionally capitalized and punctuated sentences. "Summer" is also a perfect illustration of the
indistinguishability of primary and metaphorical levels:
I grazed the green as I fell
and in my blood
the pigments flowed like sap.
All through my veins the green
made a lacey tree.
Green in my eye grew big as a bell
that gonged and struck
and in a whorl of green in my ear
it spun like a ball.
Orphaned at once that summer
having sprung
full grown and firm with green,
chorussed with fern
Oh, how the lazy moths were soft upon
my feminine fingers,
how flowers foamed at my knees
all those green months.
Near reeds and rushes where the water lay
fat and lustred by the sun
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I sang the green that was in my groin
the green
of lily and maidenhair and fritillary
from the damp wood
of cedar and cypress from the slow hill,
and the song, stained with the stain of chlorophyll
was sharp as a whistle of grass
in my green blood. (The Metal and the Flower 40)
This poem may be interpreted as investing nature with subjectivity, giving it a voice with which to articulate its celebration of
self. This is a way of suggesting that nature is not the inarticulate and hence inferior other, but rather, that humankind does
not understand any of nature's multiple languages. Positing an
interiority to nature in this way also effectively characterizes it
as a holding environment. Anthropocentrism aside, the act of
endowing nature with human consciousness can be seen as consistent with the intersubjective mode of representation which
incorporates the process of self-reflection as a way of entering
into the experience of the other. Conversely, the poem may be
read as the internalization of nature by the poet as subject, suggesting the fluidity of boundaries characteristic of
intersubjectivity. Either way, the poem itself becomes a linguistic space, a place where self and other meet in a complex web of
intersubjective connection. Auditory and tactile imagery combine with the visual, and alliteration makes the language move
in time with the falling, flowing, growing, springing, foaming,
and rushing of nature's processes explicit in the diction. Language as a mediator between humankind and nature has both a
connective and a disruptive aspect. Yet when this poem is read
as a linguistic space, rather than a symbolic structure, an emphasis on the connective emerges.
An almost exclusive critical emphasis on the symbolic in
Page's poetry can obscure those places where a reading on the
relative literal level might allow for an alternative, less metaphysically driven interpretation. For example, while the cold and aged
male figure imaged in "Spring" may be read as Old Man Winter,
this turns the poem into an allegory of the seasons, obscuring
the fact that men are as embedded in nature as are women, and
that Page has perhaps intuited this. The poem images the old
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man kneeling in his flower garden surrounded by spring
blossoms and "sharp green shoots emerging from the beds." His
"creaking joints" thaw like ice in the warm spring sun until finally he can "bend with a dancer's ease,"
and all that he had clutched, held tightly locked
behind the fossil frame
dissolves, flows free
in saffron covering the willow tree
and coloured rivers of the rockery.
(As Ten as Twenty 23)

This image of relaxing, opening out onto nature, becoming continuous with it is congruent with Page's poetic as I am construing it here. So too is the image of the old man's breath, implicity
visible in the early spring air, which takes on the "yellow and
white and purple" of the flowers around him, while his hands
become "curved and cool for cupping petals." The fossil image,
which looks backward in time, finds its complement in the closing section of the poem which looks forward to a time when
. . . he is the garden — heart, the sun
and all his body soil;
glistening jonquils blossom from his skull,
the bright expanse of lawn his stretching thighs
and something rare and perfect, yet unknown,
stirs like a foetus just behind his eyes.

This is hardly an image of heroically transcendent man. When
the old man is finally laid in earth, he will be quite literally merged
with the landscape. But this allusion to death is overturned by
the more powerful language of birth, as if death were controlled
and contained in birth like a foetus in the womb. Conventional
as this notion of process might be, it takes on a new dimension
when the implicit womb imagery is seen in the context of
intersubjective space and the paradox of nature as a holding
environment at once external and internal to us. The cultivated
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garden is itself an intermediate or transitional space between
uncultivated nature and overcultivated culture, as it were. A garden is a place where both nature and gardener undergo a transformation in which each responds directly to the other by
mutually mirroring the growth process common to both. Chemical fertilizers and pesticides notwithstanding, the interaction that
occurs in a successful garden is a model of cooperation between
humankind and nature. Western culture's enduring love of gardens
is a small beacon of hope in an otherwise gloomy ecological crisis.
Page, the self-identified "city person" who has "lived in the
country a good deal — felt close to nature" (Wachtel 60), is an
enthusiastic gardener. This is worth bearing in mind when we
are tempted to interpret the image of the garden in her work
exclusively as a symbol of some greater and more permanent
reality remote from terrestrial nature. Indeed, Page has used garden imagery to convey her sense of the folly in opting for isolation in a realm of self-generated images. Here, for example, are
the opening lines of a 1950s poem, "After Rain":
The snails have made a garden of green lace:
broderie anglaise from the cabbages,
chantilly from the choux-fleurs, tiny veils —
I see already that I lift the blind
upon a woman's wardrobe of the mind. (Cry Ararat! 18)

Despite their reminder of how easily we feminize nature, these
lines nevertheless demonstrate that the metaphysical imagination sometimes has its advantages: it can momentarily heal the
world of fragmentation, find beauty in a world in which destruction is regularly visited upon human endeavour. Indeed, the female mind has its own unique metaphysic of order and beauty
which is capable of transforming a ruined garden into a poem, a
garden abstracted, geometry awash —
an unknown theorem argued in green ink,
dropped in the bath.
Euclid in glorious chlorophyll, half drunk.
(Cry Ararat! 18)
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The theorem, with its suggestion of a transcendent realm of ideal
forms, is a mathematically logical structure transformed here
by "female whimsy" into a linguistic structure of fantastic beauty.
However, this whimsy, which floats about the poet like "a kind
of tulle, a flimsy mesh," is a self-enclosed world, absolutely inaccessible to Giovanni, for whom a garden is a garden and not a
poem. It is for his sake, as he squelches dolefully through his
soggy ruin of a garden, that the poet "suffer[s] shame in all these
images," for their seductive beauty distances her from his distress: "I find his ache exists beyond my rim / and almost weep to
see a broken man / made subject to my whim." Her fanciful response to what distresses him trivializes his pain; her impulse to
tears is as much a response to her self-imposed isolation, which
limits her ability to empathize with him, as it is to his inability to
see the beauty in the ruin. Hence, the poem closes with an expression of her desire for interconnection — her wish that he
might "come to rest within this beauty as one rests in love" and,
reciprocally, that she be able to "keep [her] heart a size / larger
than seeing, unseduced by each / bright glimpse of beauty" that
threatens to keep her isolated in her private world of abstractions.
Nature, like anyone else with whom we may find ourselves
in relationship, can sometimes be difficult to live with — especially when we want to do something silly, such as go to sea in
submarines, for example; situations like this are survived largely
by construing nature as the enemy. But even when we make
seemingly reasonable demands on nature, as in "After Rain,"
nature often reminds us that "reasonable" is a relative term. Like
all relationships, humankind and nature's demands compromises
we do not always want to make, as the poet hopes Giovanni will
learn. In exchange for those grudging compromises, nature might
ignite the imagination, making possible a delightfully whimsical poem.
Western culture's propensity for fleeing messy, demanding
nature and opting for the tidy and harmonious realm of pure
abstraction is also the subject of "Arras," a poem which has fascinated many critics. Its elaborately stylized images of nature
have strengthened some of the most persuasive arguments in
support of Page as an escapist from nature in the raw. However,
like "After Rain," it may be read as a caution not to be seduced
by the formal realm of classical simplicity, stasis, and permanence
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depicted in the arras. For the poet is not comfortable with this
static realm: "I fear / the future on this arras." One may indeed
fear for the future in a realm of timelessness where "future" can
have no meaning. Yet the scene depicted in the arras is as seductive as eternity must be to a Christian, or the realm of eternal
forms to a Platonist.
The ancient world, from which we have inherited our dualistic habits of mind, is suggested in the opening lines by the allusions to ancient dress: the "habit — classical" and "sandalled
feet" of Plato's era. If it really were possible to separate mind
from body and transcend into the platonic realm beyond life's
change and stir, we might miss the hot imperfections of life and
the stimuli of ever new and strange phenomena:
I ask, what did they deal me in this pack?
The cards, all suits, are royal when I look.
My fingers slipping on a monarch's face
twitch and grow slack.
I want a hand to clutch, a heart to crack.
(Cry Ararat! 100)

To opt for the realm of perfection and stasis is to be dealt the
elitist hand: the royal face-cards in the deck are all perfection,
all blank reflection, all unseeing eyes — four to a card — like the
eyes in the tail of a peacock. This royal flush, like the peacock's
tail, is beautiful but the poet wants more: she wants hands and a
heart that respond in passion, but passion cannot exist in that
fleshless realm. The flow of desire and empathy when an anxious hand reaches out to clutch a caring hand is an experience
unique to the world as we know it, with its physical intimacy
and its multiplicity of human emotions. It is perhaps preferable
to take one's chances with a breakable heart, rather than live
eternally in world of cold indifference, where the poet's question "Does no one care?" is academic. Much as the poet wants to
"make a break . . . / take to [her] springy heels," she remains
poised on the threshold between the material world and the
world of the arras. She hopes that "hands might hold me if I
spoke"; she dreams of "the bite of fingers in my flesh." But such
hopes and dreams are in vain, for none of this bodily contact
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can happen in the world beyond material nature where eyes,
like the eyes in the tail of the peacock, are sightless and close
"on nothing." In the end, as in "After Rain," it is the poet who
must take responsibility for this flat, two-dimensional world of
images: "I confess: / It was my eye."
When viewed in the context of poems like "After Rain" and
"Arras," Page's poetry of so-called "mystical vision" becomes a
terrestrial vision that moves us closer to, not farther from, the
world of the body and its multiple senses. Indeed, as I have attempted to suggest in the context of the works examined here, a
sustained response to the tactile and spatial allusions in Page's
poetry is called for. Such a response can reward us with a vision
of what Page has called "another realm — interrelated," the realm
of intersubjective space, a place where it is possible to learn, as
Page has, that we "have been upside down in life — like a tree on
its head, roots exposed in the air" ("Questions and Images" 21).
But this reward requires an act of critical will. Only by abandoning our idealization of autonomy, individualism, and distance —
the phallic ideals of literary criticism as well as Western culture
as a whole — can we get ourselves right-side up, reroot ourselves, and help to undo the erosion of humankind's sense of
integrity and interconnectedness with nature.
Few critics have taken the time to set Page's work in the context
of the various female traditions in Canadian poetry. Among
women, she has always impressed us as unusually unique. But
in addition to this remarkable uniqueness, Page's poetry has
much in common with that of Margaret Avison in that both poets seek an enhanced vision of reality through empathy. In terms
of the ecological poetic that governs a substantial stream within
the Canadian female tradition, Page's early work reaches back
to Isabella Valancy Crawford, whose Malcolm's Katie, written
against the backdrop of the first wave of political feminism, inscribes one of the most sustained nineteenth-century enquiries
into the complex relationship between humankind and nature.
Some of Page's early work has even more in common with the
healing feminism of Dorothy Livesay's first phase of poetic development in that the self-reflective approach toward a deeper
appreciation of nature's processes is common to both, as is the
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fascination with the tree as a personal symbol. In its subtle
corrective to the work of her male contemporaries, Page
resembles the young Phyllis Webb, whose philosophical enquiry
into woman's place in a dualistic universe exposes the inadequacy of dualism as a tool for apprehending reality. And, finally, Page's early work has something in common with Margaret
Atwood: both writers have created personae whose female identity is intimately caught up in their relationship to nature. In
view of her illuminating contribution to a female ecological
tradition in Canadian poetry, an ongoing investigation into
the terrestrial vision of P.K. Page is a critical task whose time
has finally come.
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9
Confronting the Green Indian:
Aboriginal Poetrj? a#4
Canadian Literaty Ttmdition

n The Imaginary Indian, Daniel Francis tells the story
of the Englishman Archie Belaney, whom we have
come to think of as having perpetrated a colossal hoax
on the North American public by transforming himself into Grey
Owl. Belaney, a dedicated woodsman and conservationist, assumed his Indian persona in 1930, when he turned to writing as
a way of getting his environmentalist message out to the public:1
While Grey Owl took advantage of the image of the
Indian to advance his career as a writer, he in turn made
an important contribution to the image. . . . [T]hrough
his books and public appearances he established the
Indian in the public mind as a natural preservationist.
Civilized, industrial man was "the parasite supreme of
all the earth," he wrote. He walked through the woods
and only saw the profits to be made by cutting down
the trees. On the other hand, Native people, living close
to nature, learned a reverence and a responsibility for it.
They were conservationists by instinct. (Francis 140)

Grey Owl had little difficulty in convincing his white audience
of his Indian identity. Not only did he resemble what the White
Man thought an Indian should look like,2 he also added welcome
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fuel to the cause of social reform, whose advocates — so many
of whom had their roots in the maternal feminism of earlier
decades — were grappling with the appalling social consequences of industrial capitalism, including the Great Depression.
More important, Grey Owl harnessed the ideology of primitivism in the service of environmentalism:
The greening of the Indian begins with Grey Owl. To
him belongs the credit for affirming, if not creating, the
image of the Indian as the original environmentalist, an
image which has gained strength in the years since he
expressed it. (Francis 140)

The "greening of the Indian" has been both a boon and burden
to Native people. There is no question that it has given an additional measure of credibility to the ethics of aboriginal land claims
over the past three decades, but it has also served to undermine
the economic aspirations of Native people whose desire to share
in the profits of resource development is often viewed as hypocritical by those who subscribe to the stereotype of the Green
Indian. Indeed, like the maternal feminism of the past which
exploited for activist purposes the only authority granted to
women but failed to challenge the Father-Culture/Mother-Nature
opposition, aboriginal environmentalism is a double-edged
sword. In the popular imagination, it grants Native people authoritative insight into the nature of Nature, even as it functions
to keep the civilized/primitive binary firmly in place.
Ambivalence about the Green Indian stereotype is not confined to land-claims activism. It's part of the larger conversation
within Native communities as they continue the long process of
recovery from colonialism. That process includes determining
the degree to which indigenous peoples have internalized Western culture's ideology and epistemology, including its attitudes
to nonhuman nature. The recent history of Western culture's interactions with nature include commercially and recreationally
exploiting it; scientifically objectifying it; and Romantically worshipping it. We know this has left its mark upon nature. What
we seem incapable of fully understanding is the degree to which
these limited ways of knowing nature have impoverished us.
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Language as we now speak and write it cannot easily accommodate alternatives to our narrow repertoire of human-nonhuman
relationships. This accounts for the gullibility that Archie Belaney
was able so easily to exploit. As the Green Indian, he represented
white culture's only way of conceptualizing a relationship with
nonhuman nature that was neither exploitive nor objectifying.
In the Western imagination, those who do not exploit or objectify
nature are ipsofacto preservationist or environmentalist. It seems
clear that, in their non-industrial past indigenous peoples had
far more complex ways than this of living in, being among, and
interacting with nonhuman nature. Whether or not those modes
can be fully recovered and expressed in the written language of
contemporary poetry has been a question for many Native writers. And whether or not contemporary theories of language can
access the sensibility expressed in Native poetry is a question
for those who would read and study it. One thing seems clear:
as a trope, the Green Indian has its limitations.
All of the previous essays in this volume have addressed poetry by women in the mainstream of Canadian literary tradition
— or rather, so close to the mainstream as to make no difference
from an aboriginal perspective. By contrast, this essay is a wideranging tour of a vast landscape that lies beyond the walls of the
tight little garrison of white Canadian poetics. On this tour, I want
to visit some of the dislocations between the dominant literary
culture and aboriginal sensibility with respect to the poetic
imaging of nonhuman nature, the relationship of the poet to it,
and the responsibility of the human community for it. Stops along
the way include a visit with old and new Indian stereotypes and
archetypes of nature; two poems illustrating contrasting views
of the relationship between language and nature; aboriginal theorists and critics of Native literary traditions; and a brilliant
deconstruction of white Canadian literary tradition by a relatively new Native woman poet. The purpose of this tour is to
establish a background for an alternative theory of Canadian
poetry which the final essay in the volume calls for. My special
interest in the present essay concerns colonialist discourse as
the source of stereotypes, such as the Green Indian, with which
Native poets must grapple in order to enter Canadian poetic tradition, liberate it from its garrison prison, and transform it for
their own purposes. The epistemological strategies that emerge
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in Native literary criticism appear to resonate with many of the
themes pursued in the earlier essays. I am also interested in the
way postmodernist theory both enables and denies this transformation. Although, in deconstructing the civilized/primitive
opposition, postmodernism has released aboriginal peoples from
their status as features in a picturesque landscape, or obstacles
in an inhospitable one, it cannot accommodate the knowledge
traditions which Native poets seek to recover. On the other hand,
in the absence of a postmodern sensibility, the spiritual traditions of North American aboriginal peoples are too easily
conflated with the myth of the Green Indian — and the myth of
Mother Nature — and so it has been difficult for Native writers
to translate those traditions from oral to written form without
reinforcing those myths. This has been complicated by the search
for an authentic Native voice.
To my mind, the most successful Native poetry is that which
engages not only the stereotypes white culture has imposed upon
indigenous peoples, but also the myths that purport to explain
white culture to whites. For these are the myths that hold the
Canadian tradition together, form the critical and theoretical assumptions that underpin it, and keep Native poetry outside the
garrison walls. This kind of engagement involves confronting
literary history which, like Canadian history generally, "has been
shot through with imperial preferences from start to finish" (Angus 6). Such confrontation is, I believe, the only way for Native
writing to become more than just a decorative tributary to the
mainstream. The work of Marilyn Dumont is an excellent example of this kind of confrontation. A Metis woman whose roots
are in the Canadian prairies, Dumont is a poet whose very name
evokes the image of the simultaneous conflict and integration of
two cultures. Like her ancestor Gabriel Dumont, she demonstrates
unusual courage as she works out her own unique poetic of
integration against the conflict of neocolonialism and the linguistic determinism of postmodernist poetics. My tour of this
newly charted literary landscape ends with a visit to what I
consider to be Dumont's most important poem. A significant
contribution to Canadian literature, "Letter to Sir John A.
MacDonald" strikes at the very foundation of Canadian poetic tradition, flings wide the garrison gates, and opens the
way for a profound rethinking of the literary, critical, ecologi260
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cal, and political myths by which many garrisoned Canadians live their lives.

Stereotypes and Archetypes,
Old and New
The Green Indian is one of the more recent incarnations of
I'homme sauvage, the central figure in the discourse of primitivism which has explained non-industrialized, indigenous peoples
to white Western culture since the earliest days of European conquest of the "New World." Eighteenth-century philosophers, most
especially Jean-Jacques Rousseau, gave I'homme sauvage new
importance as le bon sauvage, the centrepiece of the "doctrine of
the natural goodness of man." This Romantic myth persists to
this day. As Daniel Francis explains,
We have a long history of romanticising Indians, discovering in their character and culture many fine qualities
we think are lacking in our own. From the Noble Savage
of years ago to the Mystic Shamans and Original Environmentalists of today, we continue to create idealized
images of Indians which may have as little connection
to reality as the demonic ones. (Francis 222)

The Mystic Shaman has something in common with the Eternal
Feminine (ewige Weibliche) of Romantic gender ideology in that
both signify those dark enigmatic forces of nature that exist beyond the experience of Rational Man. Similarly, as the Original
Environmentalist, the Green Indian is a kind of consort to Mother
Nature; together, they function to keep in place the image of
women and aboriginal peoples as hopelessly embedded in nonrational, amoral nature and the image of the White Man as the
sole legitimate signifier of civilization.
The White Man is not the only signifier that holds the Green
Indian in place on the wrong side of the civilized/primitive binary. Instructive in this regard is Sarah Carter's recent historical
study of the role of captivity narratives in "regulating race and
gender relations" and "clarifying and maintaining boundaries
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between Native and newcomer" on the Canadian prairies (Carter
xv). Carter's analysis of the stories of white female captives of
Indian bands that circulated during and after the Second Kiel
Rebellion of 1885 leaves little doubt about the four race-gender
categories that governed Canadian colonial discourse: white
masculinity and white femininity, Indian masculinity and Indian
femininity. Of these four categories, only white masculinity escapes construction in primarily sexual terms. In contrast to salacious savages, promiscuous squaws, and chaste white
womanhood, men of unambiguous Anglo-Celtic ancestry have
an identity that transcends the sexual. As pioneers and government agents, Mounties and military men, white males are the
valiant bringers of "civilization" and the regulators of the sexuality of others. These sexualized categories also form the binary
structures of civilized/primitive, positive/negative, that keep the
discourse from unravelling.
In their feminine virtue, their sexual appetites presumably
bred out of them in the "civilizing" process, white women signify White Man's only way of producing more white men. In
their "primitive" licentiousness, therefore, Native women are
important as signifiers of everything that white women are not.
In their "primitive" lusts that also include warlust, Native men
emerge in the discourse as reassurance that such qualities in the
White Man are well under "civilized" control. In this highly gender-inflected strain of colonialist discourse, all "savages" are of
the ignoble variety: these are Red Indians—red with the blood
of innocent white women and courageous white men, red as
the Scarlet Letter of illicit sexuality. Only when the Red Indian
had been subdued and safely isolated on the reserve could the
Green Indian — that gentle creature of the wilderness who possesses innate knowledge of wild ways — arise to take his place
in the discourse.
The myth of the Green Indian is not exclusively the product
of the discourse of primitivism, however. It required some integration of Native sensibility, which Grey Owl came by through
his Iroquois wife Gertrude Bernard, known to Grey Owl's readers as Anahareo. Indeed, he credited her with having transformed
him from a woodsman and hunter into a conservationist.
Anahareo was Grey Owl's second wife; his first had been an
Ojibway woman (Francis 135). Although his reconstruction of
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himself failed to fool aboriginal people, the integration of aboriginal knowledge into his image gave it just enough authenticity to convince whites. Despite the eventual unmasking of the
hoax, Native sensibility would never again be free of this primary association with conservation and environmentalism.
Written in the language of the colonizer, contemporary Native
poetry cannot help but evoke the ghost of the Green Indian.
The Green Indian isn't the only stereotype Native people are
forced to confront. Native women grapple with an additional level
of colonialist imagery created especially for them. For example,
the scholar-poet Emma LaRocque worries about "insidious notions" within aboriginal communities that "Native women should
be 'unobtrusive, soft-spoken and quiet,'" and that they should
"not assume elected leadership, which is taken to mean 'acting
like men.'"
The "traditional Indian woman" is still often expected to
act and dress like an ornamental Pocahontas/"Indian
Princess." But who should our models be? How should
we maintain the traditions we value without adhering to
stereotype or compromising our full humanity? If one
must look to the past for models and heroes, we might
do well to take a second look at Pocahontas. The irony
is that the real Pocahontas was neither unobtrusive nor
quiet. Quite the contrary: she was in fact revolutionary
— for the wrong cause, but revolutionary nonetheless!
(1996 14-15)
The revolutionary potential of Pocahontas seems not to have captured the imagination of most Native women: haunted by the
colonialist stereotype of the Squaw, they have embraced her
quiet, unobtrusive binary opposite. For many such women, there
is a more congenial figure available to them: the Earth Mother.
In her appeal to both maternalism and environmentalism, she
is as irresistible to Native women as Mother Nature has been to
women in the dominant white culture.
The potency of the Earth Mother is apparent in this passage
from Beverly Hungry Wolf's moving essay entitled "Life in Harmony with Nature":
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Mothers should teach their sons and daughters from the
moment of birth to have reverence for nature and the
Earth Mother. We must speak out loudly about healing
our Earth Mother. . . . As givers of life, we women have a
special relationship to the Earth. As mothers, we know
what a hard time we have to bring life into the world
and then to be responsible for that life, from then on. So
we can see how hard the Earth Mother's job is, for she is
a much greater giver of life for all of us, including the
people of every tribe and nation. (Hungry Wolf 81)
If this Earth-Mother mythology and its connection to human
mothering recall the maternal feminism that united many nonNative women in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century,3 it may have something to do with what Paula Gunn Allen
calls "The Red Roots of White Feminism" (209). While white
women have certainly never experienced a lack of Earth-Mother
imagery within their own cultural mythology, Allen has a point
when she claims an Amerindian influence on turn-of-the-century feminist thought. For ethnographer Lewis Henry Morgan's
1877 study of what he interpreted as the "matriarchal" structure of Iroquois culture provided Friedrich Engels with the basis
for a theory of Mother-Right in his Origin of the Family (1884),
which in turn influenced socialist feminist thought. It is to be
regretted that the fashion in white North American culture to
"play Indian" and "go native" did not include a healthier dose of
"going matriarchal." Maternal feminism may have exploited the
ideology of women's moral authority, but without the political
and economic authority to back it up, non-Native women fought
an uphill battle to exert their moral influence.4
Many Native women writers across North America have been
deeply inspired by Allen's gynocentric evocation of the sacred,
largely because she associates the Earth Mother with important
aboriginal symbols: she is "the Eldest God," and Native women
can be "certain of her centrality, her identity as the Sacred Hoop
of Be-ing." Allen's work is also a popular source because she
distances Native gynocentricity from that of cultural feminism:
"Modern feminists sometimes theorize about the shift from matriarchies to patriarchy in the Old World, but a more complete
and accurate retelling of history and of the contemporary
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manifestations of that shift among American Indian peoples
would make such theorizing unnecessary" (11-12). However, as
Allen must herself know, there is no end to the "accurate retelling of history": Old World history remains patriarchal in every
new retelling. Prehistory is another matter entirely. Compared
to the prehistory of North America which ended 500 years ago,
the prehistory of the Old World lies 5000 years in the past. None
of it comes down to us orally; theorizing is our only access to it.
This is the fundamental difference between aboriginal Earth
Mother traditions and cultural feminism's reconstructions of
Western prehistory which all too easily tip over into goddess
cultism and sentimental maternalism.5
But a comparatively recent prehistory with a strong oral link
to the present cannot be trusted always to yield up the kind of
imagery that so empowers Beverly Hungry Wolf's environmentalism. Indeed, Emma LaRocque seems as ambivalent about aboriginal matriarchalism as many non-Native feminists are about
maternal feminism and goddess culture:
We know enough about human history that we cannot
assume that all aboriginal traditions universally respected and honoured women. (And is "respect" and
"honour" all that we can ask for?) It should not be
assumed, even in those original societies that were
structured along matriarchal lines, that matriarchies
necessarily prevented men from oppressing women.
There are indications of male violence and sexism in
some aboriginal societies prior to European contact and
certainly after contact. But, at the same time, culture is
not immutable, and tradition cannot be expected to be
always of value or relevant in our times. As Native
women, we are faced with very difficult and painful
choices, but, nonetheless, we are challenged to change,
create, and embrace "traditions" consistent with contemporary and international human rights standards.
(1996 14)
LaRocque is understandably wary about a nostalgic and uncritical return to the past, for the romanticization of aboriginal history is no more liberating than the Romantic impulse that
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produced the Green Indian. Liberation does not lie in
romanticizing the past but rather, in transforming the present.
As feminists have discovered in recovering the history of Western women and feminism, what worked in the past does not
always have value or relevance in the present. Navigating a course
between stereotype and Native tradition has been the primary
task confronting all Native poets, male and female, in their attempt to enter Canadian poetic tradition. It's a course that avoids
many of the tenets of postmodernist discourse theory, such as
the one that would, for example, dismiss as naive the assumption that there is a "real" Pocahontas behind the stereotype of
colonialist discourse. If feminism has taught us anything, it's that
white patriarchal history is replete with heroic figures and can
afford to indulge in abandoning them as fictions. Not so aboriginal cultures, whose past is still in the process of being recovered. Native women can and will connect with a real Pocahontas,
if enough Native poets put their minds to it.

Language and Landscape
Western logic tells us that, of all the possible discourses of reconciliation between aboriginal culture and the dominant white
culture, environmentalism holds out the most promise. Why,
then, has it been just another discourse of division between us?
It may seem simplistic to say that the difference between white
culture's and Native culture's conceptions of environmentalism
is the difference between stewardship — or management — and
survival. For it seems clear that despite the dire warnings of scientists that the survival of the human race is dependent upon
the survival of such things as the ozone layer and the rainforest,
white culture remains in the grip of the paternalistic notion that
environmentalism is primarily a favour we do for the planet —
for Mother Nature, or Gaia, as she is now known among certain
scientists. Native writers understand this as a form of hypocrisy.
Here, for example, are some lines from Jeannette Armstrong's
"Degrees of Green":
. . . over and over
old world magi
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in search of new world guiding stars
speak of saving the planet
while believing in geometric shapes
in pyramids in hierarchies
in what can be measured and squeezed in the hand
in power in gold (99)
The theme of salvation structures Western consciousness: Christ
saves man, man saves planet. But salvation is always a future
and otherworldly event. In the meantime, there is power and
wealth to be had at the top of those pyramids and hierarchies.
This is the same paternalism which, in patriarchal culture, defines women as fragile creatures in need of manly protection —
a story told in deep denial of the fact that it is to women that
men owe not only their lives but also the daily maintenance that
keeps them free to manage the earth and everything on it from
their vantage point at the top of the pyramid.
When the question of cultural survival is raised by Native
groups, the dominant culture translates this into the survival of
consumer culture and the corporations that manage it. Corporatism and consumerism now determine our links to nonhuman
nature. Our survival depends upon the ability of corporations to
manage nonhuman nature and thus maintain the flow of consumer goods that sustains us:
business is the buzz word
caught on the tongue
embedded in the brain
as the sole sustainable reality

(Armstrong 99)

Corporations and the governments we elect to do their bidding
speak of tradeoffs in formulating their ideology of sustainable
society. A human face is put on this definition of survival when
it is argued, for example, that the survival of loggers, their families, and their communities is solely dependent upon the ability
of loggers to sell their labour to the deforestation industry. This
— quite literally — illustrates the inability to see the forest for
the trees. Yet "one needs to believe most / that a sustainable
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society / is possible" (101). Hence both Native and non-Native
peoples have a stake in consumer culture's construction of sustainable society. But this is by no means all that is meant by
cultural survival. Here are the closing lines of Armstrong's poem:
one needs to feel the immensity of meaning
in the reflection that earth will continue
bereft of humanity (101)

The planet does not need saving "for its own sake." It's for our
sake that we need to maintain the planet in a form that can sustain us. The planet can manage without us.
The view that nature must be managed is not confined to
Canadian environmentalism. Nor is the view of nature as text
exclusive to postmodernism. One of Canada's most cherished
modernist poems, F.R. Scott's "Laurentian Shield" (1945), illustrates the interdependence of both white Western views:
Hidden in wonder and snow, or sudden with summer,
This land stares at the sun in a huge silence
Endlessly repeating something we cannot hear.
Inarticulate, arctic,
Not written on by history, empty as paper,
It leans away from the world with songs in its lakes
Older than love, and lost in the miles. (Scott 38)

This is something of an improvement on Galileo, who declared
that nature speaks the language of mathematics, and that if you
want to understand "her," you must learn to speak her language.
At least Scott has the grace to admit that whatever language nature speaks and sings, he cannot hear her. She is not so much
"Inarticulate" as he is deaf. Nor is she as inarticulate as she is
nonliterate. The image of the land as a tabula rasa — "Not written on by history, empty as paper" — is a characteristically white
Western view of nature that distinguishes it from the view of
indigenous peoples. As Richard Dyer writes in his analysis of
whiteness,
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From the first, the properness of the white occupation
of the North American continent (and indeed of other
territories to be colonised) was argued in terms of the
fact that the indigenous people did not cultivate the
land, did not order it and therefore did not realise the
true human ([i.e.,] white) purpose towards creation.
White cultivation brings partition, geometry,
boundedness to the land, it displays on the land the fact
of human intervention, of enterprise. The frontier, and
all the drama and excitement its establishment and
maintenance entail, is about the act of bringing order in
the form of borders to a land and people without them.
(Dyer 33)

Scott's poem traces this ordering process of colonization, a process whereby the land is transformed by white civilization from
an inarticulate tabula rasa into a text:
This waiting is wanting.
It will choose its language
When it has chosen its technic,
A tongue to shape the vowels of its productivity.
A language of flesh and of roses.
Now there are pre-words,
Cabin syllables,
Nouns of settlement
Slowly forming, with steel syntax,
The long sentence of its exploitation. (Scott 38)

This is perhaps the single most important illusion of colonialism — the belief that the colonized welcome colonization: the
landscape here is both "waiting" and "wanting" what Imperial
Man has in store for it. Like genus homo evolving from the "primitive," pre-linguistic, through the linguistic, and eventually to the
"civilized," literate state, Scott's Canadian landscape is transformed into text. The railroad, white Canada's favourite symbol
of communication from coast to coast, is the sentence that utters
the State into existence. Scott is right to build into this
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textualization of nature the sense that this process is also a jail
sentence and an act of exploitation. But sentencing and exploitation are not, as Scott intimates elsewhere in the poem, merely
the acts committed by a greedy capitalism, acts which Scott's
more humane socialism will correct. Whose flesh is implied here?
Whose roses? Absent from Scott's landscape — in both its
"primitive" and "civilized" state — is the indigenous human population, a population for whom the land is anything but inarticulate and knowable only as a visual phenomenon. In this regard,
it's not insignificant that the perspective of Scott's poetic persona is an aeriel one in which only his sense of sight is engaged.
Flying high above the landscape, his other four senses are alienated from it, "the drone of the plane" drowning out the "songs in
its lakes" and eliminating the possibility of ever hearing what it
is "Endlessly repeating." This privileging of the sense of sight
and the concomitant devaluation of the other human senses are
entirely in keeping with the metaphors of knowledge that inform Enlightenment philosophy: the light of Reason ignites and
the darkness of ignorance is banished.
Far from modelling an irreconcilable opposition between
modernism and postmodernism, "Laurentian Shield" prefigures
the postmodernist impulse to deconstruct the nature/culture binary. In Scott's poem, as in the postmodernist formulation, culture and nature — as sociologist Janet Wolff explains — "seem
to evaporate in a commitment to the view that everything is (only)
discourse." Wolff cautions that "discussions about the environment cannot be premised on the assumption that everything is
only 'text,' or that social and economic relations, being merely
discursive constructs, are somehow merely fictions" (Wolff 17).
Moreover, when postmodernist language theorists reduce
nonhuman nature to a text, they seem — like Frank Scott — to
have no idea what that might mean in the context of aboriginal
culture. The texts referred to by these theorists are either in electronically mediated circulation or on library shelves and consist
of signs without referents. By contrast, in an article about Haida
writing, an article with the highly instructive title of "That is Also
You," Robert Bringhurst writes:
Once, it seems, there was scarcely a stream or a reef or
a cove, or a species of fish or mammal or bird, that
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lacked its place in the multi-dimensional web, the
narrative map of relations between the Haida and their
world. Even now, abused as it is, the land is thick with
images and stories, rich with meanings beyond the
reach of history. But few of these remain in living
memory. (Bringhurst 36)

This relationship between nature and "text" lies beyond
postmodernist comprehension, for that which is beyond the
reach of history and living memory is, within postmodernist logic,
non-existent for us. This logic dictates that nonhuman nature
cannot be "thick with images and stories": nonhuman nature is
the images and stories we make up about it. What has been left
out of a theory that reduces reality to signs is precisely what has
been left out of virtually all of Western thought since Plato reduced reality to forms — namely, the material body. As D.M.R.
Bentley has written in this regard, "The eye that reads, the voice
that speaks, the ear that hears, the brain that perceives, comprehends, interprets, and remembers: all are physical, as, of course,
are books, and pages, and print" (1990 n.pag.). To say that the
images and stories thickly embedded in the land lie beyond history and living memory is only to say that they are absent from
human consciousness. It is not to say that they are absent. The land,
like the human body of which it is a part, is the custodian of culture
— whether or not we are conscious of everything nature has in
custody. This is a far cry from the claim that nature is a text. Neither
is it compatible with what might be called Green Indian poetics.

Aboriginal Critics and Theorists
Green Indian poetics involve what Audre Lorde called using the
master's tools to dismantle the master's house. The recovery of
the images and stories that are thickly embedded in the land is
not a matter of picking up a pen and writing them down in the
language of the colonizer. To do so is to participate in the
textualization and fragmentation of nature, and thus to distance
oneself even more from it. As Jeannette Armstrong suggests,
"writing from a distance / becomes difficult" because writing is
"the second by second fractioning" of "kaleidoscopic distortion":
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poetry dries up
in the desolation
left in the wake of human disorder
and to stay lucid
one continues only by groping
by feeling
for new words
(100)
But "new words / will not be formed by old precepts." Green
Indian poetics are merely a new edition of an old precept — the
Romantic poetic illusion that what has been lost can be linguistically reappropriated. The Green Indian, writing with the White
Man's pen, cannot recover the earth from "the desolation / left
in the wake of human disorder."
The Green Indian has been a door through which aboriginal
writers have entered Western literary tradition — and a window
through which non-Native readers have seen them. For Native
writers could not enter a written tradition exclusively on aboriginal terms. Colonization is not merely a process whereby the
land is transformed into geometric fields, clear-cut forests, and
concrete jungles. It's also a process whereby the bodies and
subjectivities of indigenous persons are themselves sites of transformation. Poets who identify as Native cannot simply decolonize,
nor can they untransform the land. In a poem ironically entitled
"'Progress,'" Emma LaRocque worries about Native poets who
entertain such illusions:
Earth poet
So busy
weaving
magic
into words
so busy
placing
patterns
quilting
stars
so busy
making
the sun
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dance
so busy
singing
your songs
in circles
so busy
tipping
moons
in dreams
Earth poet
so busy
touching
the land
scape
mad modern man
must take me
look at
cold steel spires
stealing earth and sun
dance.
(LaRocque 1990 137)
LaRocque seems to have put her finger on the Green Indian syndrome — a tendency in some Native "Earth" poets to keep the
civilized/primitive binary in place. Instead of a process that would
move Native sensibility beyond colonization, these poets have
opted for an imitation of Western "Progress" — an obsessively
busy activity whereby a series of poetic products are manufactured out of the sacred images and symbols of Native culture.
They are word-packages that travel along a literary assembly line
not unlike the conveyor belt suggested by the shape of
LaRocque's poem on the page. Under the pressure of aboriginal
identity politics, many Native writers have felt obligated to prove
their authenticity by loading up their poems with authentic Native references. Shamanistic magic, sundances, and sacred circles may be an improvement upon the canoes, beads, beaver
ponds, and buffalo that once satisfied non-Native consumers of
"Indian" literature, but their effect is the same.6 "[W]eaving /
magic / into words," "making / the sun / dance," and "touching /
the land / scape" are merely poetic gestures that reinforce the
colonialist notion of the Indian as a green mystic for whom the
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"cold steel spires" of civilization are beyond his "primitive" comprehension. This is the essentialist underside of aboriginal identity politics and the search for an authentic Native voice.
But Native poetry can be more than just the manipulation of
symbols and images in the service of political correctness. Native poetry can do more than simply wordsmith in the Western
fashion, more than merely touch the landscape — the term
landscape being, of course, a white Western construction that
stands in for the land from which the White Man is alienated.
Native poetry can do more than "play Indian" or "go native" in
Green-Indian fashion. Authenticity, if it exists at all, exists in the
present, not in some wordy nostalgic return to a past that can
never be perfectly reconstituted. It exists in the possibility of
transformation. Paradoxically, authenticity may have more to do
with trickery — the power to trick written language out of its
relentless polarization of subject and object. It's therefore not
surprising that the Trickster figure, "who is found in oral cultures the world over, but who is special and central in the cultures of North America" (Keeshig-Tobias 173), represents the
ultimate challenge to the Green Indian. Tomson Highway celebrates contemporary Native writers who are "picking the Trickster, that ancient clown, up from under that legendary beer table
on Main Street in Winnipeg or Hastings Street in Vancouver."
These writers "will soon have her standing firmly up on his own
two feet so she can make us laugh and dance again" (qtd. in
Acoose 39). Unlike the Green Indian, whose virtue lies in knowing his place on the primitive side of the civilized/primitive binary — the nature side of the culture/nature divide — the
Trickster dances the Sundance wherever s/he pleases.
The "trickster discourse" of many Native poets has transformed the savage into a "word warrior" who ranges across the
literary landscape of North America without even having to clear
Customs.7 For the forty-ninth parallel is a white line, a scar across
the North American landscape and across the body of Native
literary tradition. While it leaves its disfigurement, it does not
divide the tradition in any deeply significant way. Tribal diversity notwithstanding, American critical insight is often applicable to Native writing in Canada, as, for example, the observation
that Native literary works are "always at least bi-cultural" by
American critic Kimberly Blaeser:
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Though they may come from an oral-based culture, they
are written. Though their writer may speak a tribal
language, they are usually almost wholly in the language of English. And though they proceed at least
partly from an Indian culture, they are most often
presented in the established literary and aesthetic forms
of the dominant culture. . . . The writers themselves
have generally experienced both tribal and mainstream
American culture and many are in physical fact mixedbloods. Beyond this, the works themselves generally
proceed from an awareness of the "frontier" or border
existence where cultures meet. (Blaeser 56)

Historically, white culture has been blind to the potential power
of a "border existence" because white culture is obsessed with
the notion of purity. On the level of race, this obsession is built
into the language, so that "halfbreed," rather than, say,
"doublebreed" came to define what Blaeser more accurately refers to as "mixed-bloods." The implication is that the halfbreed
is half Native, rather than half white, for "white" implies purity
and cannot exist in an impure form. This ideology of white purity is reflected in American "one-drop" blackness where, as late
as the 1930s in some southern states, people with even trace
amounts of African ancestry were legally designated Black (Dyer
24). The notion implicit in "halfbreed" of halving, rather than
doubling, is not confined to English, nor to issues of race. To cite
a gendered example from another Western language, single
mothers in Germany are traditionally referred to as Halbstdrke,
or half-strength parents, rather than, say, Dopplestdrke, which
would acknowledge the double measure of parental strength
required of single mothers. These subtle linguistic devaluations
reinforce the ideology of white patriarchy, whose concept of
wholeness is signified in the image of white masculinity. This
definition of wholeness is also reinforced in the heterosexist
assumption that what defines gay men is effeminacy. None of
these observations are new: they have been thoroughly explored
by many postcolonial critics and theorists.
With regard to the first bicultural feature of Native literature
noted by Blaeser, namely the integration of oral and written traditions, Amerindian poet-critic Duane Niatum explains that
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contemporary "tribal poets," in translating Native oral traditions
into written forms, have grafted "world culture" onto "the roots
of their tribal cultures." According to Niatum, the traditional aboriginal world view "is organic and tells its story like the seasons,
the turnings of the earth, the sun and moon, man and woman,
cloud and wind." The addition of the "element of modernity"
contributes to contemporary Native poetry "one more method
to develop the very important element of balance and proportion, a fluid element in which the image-symbol is helped to
grow and change." For today's tribal poets, "this slight disruption from their cultural roots, as they enter the exile landscape
of the twentieth century, is actually a mirror-image of exiled man
and woman found today around the world." This paradoxical
integration of the Amerindian organic world view and
Euroamerican alienation from it appears to give contemporary
Native poets a place from which to explore the "breakdown between the mind and body in the Euroamerican" and to conclude
that "fantasy not grounded in some way to the physical universe
can quickly surprise the one engaged in it by creating its own
abstract prison." "In contrast to ... the Euroamerican denying
the external world, the tribal poet embraces the world beyond
the self, the earth, sea, sky, bird, animal, fish and plant, stone
and snowflake" (Niatum 66-67). If Niatum's theory of Native poetry is accurate, it would seem that Native writers have worked
out a poetic that shares something with that of several women
working within the dominant tradition — namely, an emphasis
on reintegration across the artificial division of the world into
the mutually alienating realms of culture and nature.
In Trickster fashion, Duane Niatum's poets offer an alternative solution to the culture-nature split, an alternative that avoids
postmodernist reductivism and alienation from nature by approaching the problem from the opposite direction. What we
learn from Native poetry, he claims, is that "the truth of words is
no more or no less than the truth revealed in Nature. This belief
relates to the fact that as a tribal poet, the word is a sacred object, a vital force of man and woman and the natural world"
(Niatum 65). In other words, whereas in postmodernist poetics
nature is a text constructed by the poet, in Native poetics, nature
creates the text through the poet.8 The difference may seem trivial
but the implications are profound. The postmodern poet, like
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postmodern nature, is exclusively a cultural construct. By contrast, the Native poet is the site of nature-culture integration —
or, more accurately, an entity who, like the Trickster, pre-exists
the culture/nature rupture.

Dearjohn,
O how / love to write . . .
The poetry of Marilyn Dumont is remarkable for the way in which
it addresses virtually all the issues, problems, and possibilities I
have been cataloguing here. A word-warrior, she not only confronts the myths and stereotypes generated by white culture,
she also challenges those aspects of Native identity politics that
keep Native poetry on the peripheries of white culture and Canadian poetic tradition. Most important, aware of herself as a
site of conflict and reconciliation, she is able to produce poetry
that enacts the process of transforming the present. She is the
kind of Pocahontas figure that LaRocque would encourage Native women to seek out as a model. Like LaRocque's "real
Pocahontas," Dumont is anything but "unobtrusive, soft-spoken
and quiet."
Dumont is no Green Indian, no "Earth poet" busy "weaving /
magic / into words." As a self-styled Urban Indian who is nevertheless committed to a culture rooted in green forests and
grasslands, she occupies a place at the intersection of multiple
intersections. Her Metis identity — neither exclusively aboriginal nor exclusively white — functions in her work as a signifier
of intersections, such as the intersection of the spatial and the
temporal; the visual and the aural; the oral and the written. The
ability to bring all her senses to bear upon her work should surprise no one, given that she is both a poet and a filmmaker, and
she seems to understand her two media of communication as
interlinked. Ironically, Dumont has more interest in the white
side of her heritage than many exclusively white poets — who,
true to the Western consumerist ethic of throwing things away
and buying something new, jettison the search for a supposedly
outmoded wholeness and integration and embrace a newly
minted fragmentation for its own sake.
Perhaps more than any other Native woman poet writing in
Canada, Dumont has what Blaeser calls "an awareness of the . . .
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border existence where cultures meet." Aware that she is operating within Canadian literary tradition as part of a written tradition as old as Western civilization itself, she positions herself
in dialogue with it: she invades it, occupies it, argues with it, and
makes it her own. Perhaps no other poem in her (so far) small
oeuvre demonstrates this better than her "Letter to Sir John A.
MacDonald," a dearjohn letter in which she announces her exit
from Canadian nationalist mythology and her entry into Canadian poetic tradition:
Dearjohn: I'm still here and halfbreed,
after all these years
you're dead, funny thing,
that railway you wanted so badly,
there was talk a year ago
of shutting it down
and part of it was shut down,
the dayliner at least,
"from sea to shining sea,"
and you know, John,
after all that shuffling us around to suit the settlers,
we're still here and Metis. (RGBG 1996 52)

Here — "funny thing" — the myth of the vanishing Indian gives
way to the reality of the vanishing railway. But this is not just a
message from an unvanished Indian: it's a communication from
border country. As a "halfbreed" — read "doublebreed" — she
has twice the credentials necessary for undermining all the nationalist myths of identity alluded to in the poem. Traditionally,
dearjohn letters announce the end of a love affair and are written by the departing loved one. But there's no love lost here. This
may warm the hearts of all those who have never quite been
able to work up a case of hero worship for MacDonald equal to,
say, American worship of George Washington. The poem can
nevertheless be read as alluding to a love affair, namely Pierre
Berton's love affair with an idea he called The National Dream
(1970), reasoning, no doubt, that if the Yanks could have an
American Dream, Canada could have a dream too. Thus he reminded Canadians that the building of the railway, which
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supposedly united Canada "from sea to shining sea," was the
story that could resolve Canada's chronic identity crisis, just as
the War of Independence had supposedly resolved a similar crisis in the United States. Berton was following in the footsteps of
E.J. Pratt, who had made a similar kind of contribution to Canadian mythology with his epic poem Towards the Last Spike (1952).
Canadians must have remained unconvinced of the railway's
symbolic value, for other than a few public sighs of nostalgia,
exaggerated by the Canadian news media into a major protest,
politicians didn't get nearly the flack some might have expected
for shutting part of it down. Perhaps it's the shutting down of it,
rather than the building of it that defines Canadian identity. Dumont's
poem might therefore also be read as a "Dear Pierre" letter.
Dumont's poem is also a "Dear Frank" letter:
We're still here
after Meech Lake and
one no-good-for-nothin-Indian
holdin-up-the-train,
stalling the "Cabin syllables / Nouns of settlement,
/ . . . steel syntax [and] / The long sentence of its exploitation"

The footnote is not what you'd call a poetic device, yet Dumont
footnotes these lines from Scott's poem — as if to make sure we
don't miss her point. Elijah Harper scored more than a footnote
in Canadian history. Sole Native MLA in Manitoba at the time,
Harper rewrote the Great Train Robbery when he single-handedly
derailed the Meech Lake Accord, a text drafted by Chief Engineer Brian Mulroney and his crew of 10 white men for the purpose of railroading a settlement of the White Man's differences
with himself. "Dear Brian..." Like that fated text, nature-as-text
by F.R. Scott is not written in the stone of the Laurentian Shield.
Dumont unwrites it and, in the process, rewrites Scott's poem.
"Where are the coolies in your poem, Ned?" asked Scott in
response to Towards the Last Spike (Scott 64). He meant, of
course, the thousands of Chinese who helped to build the railroad, and whom Pratt had overlooked in his epic. What
Dumont means to ask F.R. Scott in turn is: Where are the Indians in your poem, Frank? The indigenous peoples, so absent
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from his silent landscape, show up in this long sentence of
their exploitation:
and John, that goddamned railroad never made this a
great nation,
cause the railway shut down
and this country is still quarreling over unity,
and Kiel is dead
but he just keeps coming back
in all the Bill Wilsons yet to speak out of turn or favour
because you know as well as I
that we were railroaded
by some steel tracks that didn't last
and some settlers who wouldn't settle
and it's funny we're still here and callin ourselves
halfbreed.
Reclaiming (and repopulating) Scott's empty landscape would
appear to be an easier task than settling land claims with settlers
who still don't seem to want to settle — in more than one sense
of that word. For as Daniel Francis has argued, the White Man
can't settle in a land where he doesn't feel at home; he can only
possess it. He may possess the land but the disintegrating railway signifies his inability to possess it on his own terms. Indeed,
as the railway myth suggests, he's far better at traversing it than
inhabiting it. Ironically, the White Man is more at home in the
halfbreed, where his blood intermingles with that of the Indigene. Perhaps this is why it's Kiel and not MacDonald who just
keeps coming back to haunt the White Man in a place otherwise
haunted by a lack of ghosts.9
"Letter to Sir John A. MacDonald" isn't just a witty subversion of the colonialist assumptions that lie close to the surface
of Canadian poetic tradition. Nor is Dumont's repeated assertion of her halfbreed identity merely a strategy for announcing
her subjectivity as a position in poetic discourse. The poem's
direct engagement with two iconic male figures of the dominant
culture — MacDonald and Scott, representing politics and literature respectively — suggests to me that the poem is an important key to Dumont's poetic. In my view, it's no accident that it
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takes the form of a personal letter to Canada's archetypal White
Man, or that it directly confronts what many white men have
tried to turn into Canada's national myth of identity. A poet who
directly quotes another poet's poem — and even footnotes the
source — is doing far more than just engaging in intertextual
play: she is insisting that we get the connection. I think that connection is contained in the theme of traversing versus inhabiting
— the "settlers who wouldn't settle" versus those who are "still
here and callin ourselves halfbreed." This is the problem at the
heart of Canada's chronic identity crisis, a problem drowned out
by the voices of federalists and separatists "quarreling over unity."
I am always irked and a little amused whenever a white Canadian man trivializes the struggles of Native people — or
women, or other Canadian Others — as "merely" identity politics, for identity politics have been a national obsession of white
Canada since Confederation. White Canadians may not have invented identity politics but will almost certainly go down in world
history as having perfected them. Indeed, as Dumont's poem
reminds us, identity crisis management has been part of the job
description of virtually every Canadian politician since
MacDonald. The great flag debate of the sixties; the Official Languages Act of the seventies; the patriation of the Constitution in
the eighties; and the Old-Boyism of Meech Lake in the nineties
are only the most recent examples of identity as capital-P Politics
in Canada. Moreover, all of those political battles were fought
with the weapons of race and gender — the white race, the masculine gender. Mythology plays a central role in identity, and the
failure of white politicians and poets and pop historians to get
all Canadian constituencies to take the railway myth seriously
enough to fight to keep the railway itself intact speaks to the
myth's essential emptiness — its triviality.

White Man's Language
"Letter to Sir John A. MacDonald" is about leveling the battlefield of identity politics, not so much by adding weight to the
Native end of the field as by rendering the weightiness of cultural mythology weightless at the white end. Aboriginal identity
issues are also Canadian identity issues — and poetic identity is,
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of course, a central concern for every poet, especially one on
the race-gender margin of the dominant tradition. This raises
certain questions about Dumont's poetic choices. Why Scott's
poem? Why not Pratt's? Pratt's is, after all, much more racist,
sexist, and ecophobic than Scott's. Scott's seems merely naive
by comparison. Why does Dumont choose to bracket the poem
with two assertions of her halfbreed identity, one in the first line
and one in the last? Indeed, why does she insist upon such a
politically incorrect term as interchangeable with "Metis," which
she uses elsewhere in the poem? Most of all, where is the "here"
that the "I" and the "we" of the poem "still" occupy? It's this last
question that interests me here.
"Here" means more than a position in written discourse, for
not until very recently did the indigenous peoples of this continent have a written language in which to position themselves.
They can hardly be here "still" when they were never here to
begin with. The place first assigned to them in written discourse
— colonial discourse — is, from the Native point of view, a "there"
place, not a "here" place. In Scott's poem, Natives are neither
here nor there; they are nowhere. "Here" must be someplace
else. That place is inaccessible to postmodernist theories of language because of their textual bias: they tell us that language
mediates our relationship with nature — and, for that matter,
with everything else that isn't us. I take "us" to mean human
consciousness, not the human body, which is also "us." Language
theorists tend to regard this mediation as a one-way process; we
construct reality through language; reality does not talk back,
and hence has no role to play in the construction of us. And yet,
before you write a poem — even a postmodernist one — you
have to pick up a material pen in your material hand, which is
part of your material body, and you have to apply your material
brain, ear, and eye to the task. The here-ness of the body is palpable. The connection between the material body and the body
of language is real, not just a trope.
In "The Sound of One Hand Drumming," Dumont puzzles
her way through to an understanding of this White Man's language: "words," she writes,
. . . vault into theories as ornate as rococo
and as cluttered as a bad relationship
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with oneself or anyone else within reach
of those words that flow like milkweed from
Philosophers while
The small single words
of brown women hang on
clotheslines stiff in winter and
thaw only in early spring but
no one takes them off the line because
no one wants last year's clothes,
they're the wrong colour and out of fashion and
if dead-white-men stopped writing for one thousand
years and
only brown women wrote
that wouldn't be enough . . . (RGBG 60-61)

Non-white and non-male bodies cannot simply be dispatched
by theorizing them out of existence, reducing them to "gendered"
and "racialized" texts, or by dismissing as unfashionably
unpostmodernist the body as the ground of self-other relationships. Such white masculine theorizing leaves women and Others out in the cold, hangs them out to dry. Even if "only brown
women wrote" for the next thousand years, "that wouldn't be
enough" — not because that's not enough time to rewrite the
world, but because writing is never enough. As "Letter to Sir John
A. MacDonald" implies, Scott may have written Canada on the
tabula rasa of the landscape, but neither that text nor the text of
the Meech Lake Accord has the power to unite us "from sea to
shining sea." Nor, for that matter, did Pratt's textualized railway,
or Berton's, or anyone else's, ensure that the real-world railway
would remain intact. Disclosing the gap between us and the world
is no longer the problem for theory. Closing it is.
So, how do we do that? How do we arrive at a conception of
the materiality and centrality of the human body that does not
raise the spectre of essentialism and fall back on Enlightenment
notions of the complete transparency of language? How do we
re-envision a Canadian literary tradition as more than just a garrison under siege and re-invent the role of white men within its
walls who direct the course of its theorizing? These are the questions for the next and final essay.
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10
Recovering the Body,
Reclaiming the land;
Marilyn Dtmiont's Halfbieed Poetic

n my experience, it often pays to be a bit intuitive when
reading poetry and take the risk of crossing the line
that divides clarity from hunch. As I intimated in the
preceding essay, Marilyn Dumont seems clear in her insistence
that white Canadian readers of "Letter to Sir John A. MacDonald"
take responsibility for white mythologizing and white textualizing
of reality. My hunch was that travelling back to the source of the
railway myth of Canadian identity might be a way out of that
cul-de-sac of text fetishism. I began from my personal conviction that the dispute over the place of railway history in the defining mythology of this land is not unique to indigenous
sensibility, but also that the centrality of the CPR as an economic
symbol in the history of the Canadian state is hardly a debatable
issue. My own failure to internalize railway history as a myth of
identity at least partly accounts for my sense of the significance
of Dumont's poem. In the immigrant community where I was
born and raised, the CPR was perhaps the biggest provider of
jobs, and thus had economic importance. However, in my recollection, there was no shared sense of it as anything but a sometimes adequate, sometimes oppressive, always demanding
employer who often put strains on family life by requiring
employees to be separated from wives and children for days and
weeks at a time. I am indifferent to the myth not only for reasons of class and ethnicity, but also gender: railway technology
is coded masculine, and when I was a girl, elaborate train sets
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were toys that rich boys got for Christmas. I can, however, appreciate that Canadians who were not so directly involved in
railway life but collected railway paraphernalia as boys might
be more susceptible to the romanticization of CPR history. Although, as Dumont's poem makes clear, indigenous peoples
would have additional reasons for hostility to the myth, my own
indifference to it allows me some sympathy with Dumont's feelings about it.
Harold Adams Innis, a political economist, communications
historian, and one of white Canada's most important thinkers
during the middle decades of the twentieth century, began his
career by writing a history of the CPR, and it was almost certainly Innis who got white Canadians like E.J. Pratt and F.R. Scott
to thinking about the railway in mythological terms. Like his international importance as a founding father of the discipline of
Communications Studies, Innis's contribution to the way members of the dominant culture think about themselves as Canadians can hardly be overstated. He drew attention to their colonial
status vis-a-vis Britain and the United States and thereby created
a desire in white Canadians for a myth of their own — and inadvertently supplied them with the material for it.
What began with Innis as an exclusive focus on transportation — transportation prior to the telegraph being coextensive
with communication — became, as Ian Angus explains, "both
generalised and transformed into a communication theory of
society and civilization" (6). As Americans discovered when
Frederick Jackson Turner wrote his theory of the frontier, the
leap from theory to national myth is a short one: Innis taught
Canadians to think about the railway as not just a way of moving
staples, but more important, as a form of communication; hence
Scott's notion of the railway as "Slowly forming, with steel syntax," a "long sentence." The irony is that the railway is a signifier
of Canada's colonial and colonialist dependency — in the context of Innis's thought, at least. Indeed, white Canada is still
propped up by two other cultures: the European and the indigenous. Despite the globalization of the economy, we still export
our nonhuman nature by the trainload, and we still import our
culture, including European theories of language that textualize
our bodies and our ecosystem out of existence. White Canada's
other crutch is the land itself and its natural resources, which
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keep white culture relatively enriched by keeping aboriginal
cultures relatively impoverished.
Clearly, in this era of postcolonialism, Innis's work no longer
speaks directly to the issues. However, Ian Angus has revised
Innis's thinking about colonialism and communications to bring
it more in line with postcolonial concerns. In his treatment of
the problem of white Canadian identity, Angus's work recalls
that of Daniel Francis, and like Francis, Angus does not factor
gender into his theory. However, because his focus is on styles
of communication, the theoretical net he casts captures many
of the issues I have been examining throughout this book. In
this essay, I bring Angus's work — and, by extension, Innis's —
into dialogue with Marilyn Dumont's. Like a face-to-face conversation, the interaction between their texts has no disciplinary
roadmap and thus takes some wide detours around scholarly
convention, which privileges professionalism over personal anecdote, structure over process, closure over open-endedness. Yet
this seems an appropriate way to end a book about the need to
integrate such things as object and subject, structure and process, and to embrace such paradoxes as open-ended closure.
Therefore, rather than edit out the cross-disciplinary connections which Dumont and Angus evoke for me — connections in
keeping with the integrative philosophy of Communications
Studies — I have chosen instead to insert four section headings
which I hope will serve as signposts.
"The Politics of Language" follows Angus, who sets the problem of traversing versus inhabiting the land in the context of
Innis's theory of written versus oral communication. In direct
contrast to postmodernist theories that widen the gulf between
knowledge and experience, a gulf that defines Western consciousness, Angus's postcolonial model of communications envisions
a bridge over it. The second section, "Time and Space," is a discussion of written and oral communication as epistemologically
very different from one another: they are ways of knowing whose
mutual isolation impoverishes Western culture and perpetuates
the oppression of non-white, non-male, non-wealthy, and
nonhuman life. "A Plea for Time" looks at how Western culture's
construction of history as linear distorts the felt experience of
history and how orality undermines the linear construction of
time. Finally, "A Critique of Space" examines why the concept of
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space inhabited remains outside white male consciousness and
how the spatial notions of centre and periphery perpetuate the
white masculine status quo and the tyranny of literacy over orality. As a poet with a stake in both oral and written traditions,
Dumont has a position on all these issues. Her poems are not
merely grist for the mill of academic literary criticism; they are
occasions for rethinking our relationship to the common ground
we call Canada. What they have to say about language and landscape — and the body that mediates between them — rewrites
both literary history and humankind's relationship to nonhuman
nature.

The Politics of Language
Angus has two reasons for revisiting Innis. He is in search of a
response to the Canadian crisis of identity which has only deepened in the context of a burgeoning multiculturalism and economic globalization. Angus's revision of Innis is in response to
the kind of malaise that inspired George Grant's Lament for a
Nation (1965), which mourns a Canada that never was and never
can be. While Grant's white male lament is neither mine, nor
Dumont's, Angus's web of multiple contexts is far larger than
Grant's concerns — large enough to accommodate the sweeping issues addressed in "Letter to Sir John A. MacDonald" and a
handful of Dumont's other poems.
Another reason for returning to the modernist Innis stems
from Angus's ambivalence about the direction of postmodernist
cultural studies. As co-editor of a 1993 special Innis issue of Continuum: The Australian Journal of Media and Culture, Angus joins
with his collaborator Brian Shoesmith in saying that "cultural
studies appears to be caught in an endless oscillation between
text and audience which effaces questions of power, or deflects
them into spurious claims of resistance. . . . Innis permits us to
criticize contemporary forms of power without falling prey to
the illusion of transparent, social relations. . . . Our use of Innis
then, is thoroughly political and attempts to shift the focus of
studies of communication and culture from studies of representation towards their material embodiment" (Angus and Shoesmith
1). The reintegration of material embodiment into theories of
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culture opens up the possibility of exploring the limitations of
current discourse theory and literary criticism, limitations which
not only trivialize the lived experience of women and racialized
Others but also justify a narrow categorizing of writing by poets
who happen to be Native. As Dumont has written in this regard,
one wrong sound and you're shelved in the Native Literature section
resistance writing
a mad Indian
unpredictable
on the war path
native ethnic protest
("The Devil's Language" RGBG 54)

Dumont's poetry is more than "resistance writing," "native ethnic protest," and the identity politics that these imply. Angus's
reworking of Innis's thought permits a view of Dumont's work
as occupying multiple places in Canadian book stores, libraries,
and literary traditions.
"It is the great merit of Innis to have taken social science to
the critique of colonialism," writes Angus. "It allows us to probe
the possibility of a postcolonial exit from Europe. Not to traverse
but to inhabit our own space" (15). Angus's observations on this
theme of traversing versus inhabiting — Dumont's theme in "Letter to Sir John A. MacDonald" — are from his contribution to the
Innis issue of Continuum. Entitled "Orality in the Twilight of
Humanism," the article revisits Innis's theory of communication in terms of its potential to advance the present postcolonial
enterprise in Canada.1 This enterprise involves "the struggle of
aboriginal peoples for independence and/or influence, and the
assertion of a traditional heritage that can address contemporary social problems caused by European society, and the technological domination of nature" (2). As the elevation of the
building of the railway to mythological status suggests, the way
Innis's thought was embraced by white Canada was highly selective and partial: the emptiness of Scott's landscape — especially with respect to indigenous peoples — is indicative of this
selectivity, as is Pratt's exclusion of the Chinese labourers from
his railway poem.
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Angus's work also addresses "the question of the history and
fate of the ex-European people who have found themselves on
the margins of European power, and who are faced with a choice
of identifying with it or questioning its foundations on the basis
of their historical experience in the New World. In this case, the
issues of their identity, their relation to nature and technology,
and their relation to aboriginal peoples are enfolded in questioning the concept of 'civilization'" (2). As a first generation
Canadian, whose multi-ethnic parental origins lie in the warravaged landscapes of eastern Europe, I have observed at first
hand the experience of "white ethnics" during the middle decades of the twentieth century. My interest in pursuing issues of
identity in the context of nature, technology, and aboriginality is
therefore deeply personal. I would add a third marginalized constituency to the two that concern Angus simply by noting here
that the intersection of these particular white identity issues with
issues of female and aboriginal subjectivity raises new questions
about the relationship between patriarchy and primitivism.
Innis's theory of Canadian economic history was not just
about Canada as, successively, a colony of France, Britain, and
the United States. It was, more importantly, a deconstruction of
the civilized/primitive binary. Like many other veteran soldiers
of World War One, Innis returned from the war with one overwhelming question on his mind: What is civilization? "The experience of the first World War was the first time that Europeans
and European colonials could no longer blame .. . conflict on
benighted savages. . . . They had to face the fact that it was the
civilised nations of Europe who originated the mass destruction
which could no longer be viewed as a conflict between civilization and savagery.. ." (Angus 4-5). Virtually all of Innis's work is
an attempt to redefine civilization, diagnose its failures, and prescribe a therapy for its ills in the context of the media of communication that constitute it. Innis replaced the civilized/
primitive binary with another pair of categories: writing and orality. He documented "the unacknowledged importance of the oral
tradition in maintaining Western civilisation," and he wished,
"by acknowledging that importance, to promote greater orality
in the present. . . . The therapeutic goal of his communication
theory is therefore oriented toward a greater 'balance' between
the competing biases of writing and orality" (Angus 11).
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While Innis's prescription for the healing of civilization is
one of transformation from competition to balance between the
two communicative capacities, Angus takes it one step further:
"The therapeutic intention of communication theory cannot be
properly fulfilled through the notion of balance. It is better served
by a metaphor of excavation, of digging down to the fundamental unity from which communicative capacities have been abstracted. . . ." (14). Theorizing that "digging down" process
requires that Angus revisit "the fundamental notion of humanism — the unity of the human body as the origin of media of
communication, and human capacities and creativity." However, I would hasten to add that it's not Angus's intention to recover the unified humanist body per se:
The present tendency of media is to shatter this unity,
to fragment human capacities, and to fracture the
conception of the self. In this situation, the unity of the
human body becomes very problematic, and motivates
a historical reflection on the origins of the conflicts of
our own time that recovers the unity of the human body
that is present in orality. (Angus 12)

There is no question that the notion of the unified humanist
body, like the notion of a unified Canada, is at least as fragmented
as the railway in Dumont's poem. The "long sentence" of Scott's
poem is now a series of sentence fragments — as is the
textualized body of postmodernist discourse. The "unity of the
human body that is present in orality" is beyond the consciousness of a society where virtually all media of communication
are mechanized. We are surrounded by auditory and visual texts
— voices disembodied and bodies desubstantialized, electronically transmitted to us as sounds and images. These texts are
extensions of the disembodied voices and desubstantialized bodies of written discourse. We are prisoners of this Guttenberg Galaxy: constituted through our mechanized media, we are so
overpowered by their influence that it's impossible for us to make
a study of orality on any terms but those dictated by that influence.
Indeed, for all their claims to speak on behalf of oral as well
as written discourse, contemporary theories of discourse are
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rooted in this obsessively literate communication tradition. While
theorists have had much to say about the spoken word as it
functions in the Western tradition, their conclusions cannot simply be projected onto oral-based traditions, such as the traditions of aboriginal cultures, because discourse theory is
contaminated by its own graphocentric bias. Blinded by that bias,
"the unity of the human body that is present in orality" is indistinguishable from the unity of the humanist body, for the
textualization of the body has achieved status among the leading thinkers of our time as "a privileged theoretical turn immune
from cultural suspicion and critique" (Bordo 291). All bodies —
humanist or otherwise — are ipso facto discursively constructed.
Such is the cul-de-sac into which the linguistic foundationalism
of contemporary discourse theory forces us. Only from the perspective of a marginalized orality is it possible to conceive of the
human body as material and unified. Although herself grounded
in postmodernist theories of discourse, Julia Kristeva tried to theorize the material body as "a maternal body prior to discourse"
(Bordo 291). During the eighties, her view was an interesting possible road out of the cul-de-sac, but she was ambushed by the
anti-essentialist hysteria of postmodernist feminism. In all fairness to feminism, however, I would have to agree that Kristeva's
Eurocentric middle-class maternal body flirts a little too strenuously with notions of female biology as destiny. Innis, for whom
geography was destiny, is less dangerous to women and Others.
Innis implicitly warned about the seemingly unbridgeable
gap between writing-based and oral-based cultures in an essay
entitled "Industrialism and Cultural Values":
We must all be aware of the extraordinary, perhaps
insuperable, difficulty of assessing the quality of a
culture of which we are a part or of assessing the
quality of a culture of which we are not a part. In using
other cultures as mirrors in which we may see our own
culture we are affected by the astigma of our own
eyesight and the defects of the mirror, with the result
that we are apt to see nothing in other cultures but the
virtues of our own. (Innis, qtd. in Angus 10)
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The history of white-Native relations would certainly seem to
exemplify this. Where else could the notion of the Noble Savage
have come from, except the White Man's projecting upon aboriginal cultures those qualities he regarded as the virtues of his
own? At least part of that "nobility" was confirmed by his astigmatic perception of aboriginal gender relations: what he saw among
the "savages" were males engaged in "important" activities, such as
hunting and warfare, and females doing "unimportant" things, such
as cooking and caring for infants. He concluded that these savages
were indeed noble and living in an Edenic state of nature, where
they fulfilled God's law giving man dominion over woman.
If theorists operating out of a writing-based culture are incapable of assessing the value of an oral-based culture, surely it
cuts two ways. An aliterate observer would be at a loss to assess
the true value of a writing-based culture. Therefore, the "ideal
theorist" as we might envision her would have credentials in
both perspectives. The closest we can come to this hypothetical
ideal is the halfbreed, our most immediate candidate being
Marilyn Dumont who, although she has mastered the master's
language of poetry and made it her own, is far from alienated
from the ethos of orality, as some of her poems of childhood
suggest. Take "The Devil's Language," for example. It's about
learning the King's English, from its "ABC's," through its "Dick
and Jane," to "its lily white words / its picket fence sentences /
and manicured paragraphs." The King's English "could silence
us all," says the poet; "its had its hand over my mouth since my
first day of school." Although no such hand muffles the mouth
of her father, he claims to be unaware of it:
my father doesn't read or write
the King's English says he's
dumb but he speaks Cree
how many of you speak Cree?
correct Cree not correct English
grammatically correct Cree
is there one? (54)

Speaking his dumbness, he contradicts it because he speaks "the
Chief's Cree not the King's English," and the Chief's Cree is any293
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thing but dumbing. Whatever the status of its grammar as measured
by the standards of literacy, it's Cree that can take you back,
back to your mother's sound, your mother's tongue, your
mother's language
back to that clearing in the bush
in the tall black spruce
near the sound of horses and wind
where you sat on her knee in a canvas tent
and she fed you bannock and tea
and syllables
that echo in your mind now, now
that you can't make the sound
of that voice that rocks you and sings you to sleep
in the devil's language. (55)

The devil's language, it would seem, still has the power the priests
feared in it. And, as loyal soldiers of text-ridden Mother Church,
they had reason to fear it. For it has the uncanny power to transform the present by recovering unwritten voices and echoes,
sounds and songs, performable rhythms that can appear in written form only as fragments of historical fact. The only sin here
is that this poem's particular apostate cannot perform those
rhythms because of that textualized hand over her mouth.

Time and Space
So how can she unmuffle herself? More to the point, how do we
unmuzzle ourselves and liberate the body and nonhuman nature from the long sentence of their exploitation? One answer
lies in an understanding of the biases of space and time:
Every medium of communication has a bias toward
either space or time. . . . By "bias" is meant the emphasising of a certain aspect of experience, the timeoriented aspect or the space-oriented aspect, and it is
intrinsic to the medium of communication [in relation]
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to the media environment as a whole. Bias is not a bad
use of a medium; it is unavoidable. . . .
Since every medium of communication is biased
towards either space or time, it is impossible for a single
medium to be complete. If the society was only oriented
to space, for example, it would be unstable with respect
to time. If a society was only oriented to time, it would
have great difficulty in occupying a single area successfully. (Angus 9)
On this understanding of media as necessarily biased but incomplete in relation to each other, it's not difficult to see why
the goal of Innis's theory is oriented toward greater balance
between the biases of space and time. In the postmodern and
postcolonial context, with its paradoxical desperation and celebration of fragmentation, it's even easier to understand why
Angus stresses some kind of move toward integration.
Innis associated space-biased media with industrialization,
mechanization, and modernity. Innis suggested that "our society
has been extremely efficient in media oriented towards space.
We have more and more organization over a larger and
larger area, developing what is essentially a world
system. What we do not do well is organize things in
the dimension of time. While we have a very efficient
and well-integrated world system, it is extremely sensitive to periodic shocks and dislocations. The critique is
that it does not have stability over time, despite a remarkable stability over space. (Angus 9)
The railway may have conquered space, but time is conquering
the railway. Under the influence of Marshall McLuhan's theory
that electronic media constitute an annihilation of both time and
space, early Canadian postmodernist poets attempted to mythologize "new literary and intermedia forms" as "the stimulus
of an electronically decentralized and retribalized culture" (Davey
1974 23). But this myth is also unsatisfactory, not only because
the technology involved is beyond the economic means of many
would-be retribalized tribes, but also because "writing" —
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electronically mediated or not — also "has a centralising effect
tending to promote bureaucratic organisation due to its one-sided
orientation to space" (Angus 10-11). Who has the technology has
the monopoly on power/knowledge in this "information age."
More important, electronic media not only exacerbate disembodiment; they are too easily appropriated in the service of a
totalitarian, metanational corporatism whose centre is not so
much nowhere as everywhere, omnipresent but invisible and
hence inaccessible to study and critique. Even without such hightech mediating technology, "Writing tends to promote analytic,
abstract thought, and to isolate the writer and the reader from
each other." Moreover — and here, scientific writing is the prime
example — writing "continually liquidates its past to present an
analytic, synchronic, theoretical summary of the current state
of knowledge" (11). In other words, in text-based culture we do
not remember the past; we annihilate it by overwriting it.
By contrast, an oral-based culture is time-oriented and focuses "much of its energy toward not forgetting, towards continuously re-enacting the past in the present." Angus explains:
Oral society is based upon the notion of speech as
action, rather than language as description, and has
evolved many strategies for overcoming the tendency of
spoken words to be forgotten. Stories, rituals, and so
forth are built upon formulae and mnemonics. Poetry
has a key function in which the rhythmic metre makes
things easier to remember and to put in place. . . . Oral
society is homeostatic due to the continuous incorporation of the past into the present. (Angus 11)
The Okanagan novelist Gerry William relates a good example of
what Angus is getting at: "I remember the way my grandmother
used to tell stories. She spoke Okanagan, and it used to drive us
kids nuts, because she always circled around and around. We
were forced to pay attention to every word, because she never
explained what she was saying. She just spoke, and the words
would circle in my mind for days. I worried at each line, each
phrase, gnawing at it, trying to understand why she said them in
the way she said them" (161). The non-linearity, the circularity
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of oral stories sharpens the concentration and challenges the
listener to worry and gnaw at the meanings until they are fixed
in memory. With each new telling there would be new meanings to pile together with the old ones.
"Equally important," Angus points out, "because speech is
action . . . [o]riginality or creativity [resides in] enactment or
performance."
The oral mind is oriented towards narrative accounts;
stories rather than lists. Consequently, there is no
neutrality but a standpoint with both a descriptive and
evaluative dimension. Orality is participatory and
inclusive, not distant. It acts over small spaces and
unites people in face-to-face encounters. Being
situational rather than abstract, oral tradition is agonistic, or rhetorical, rather than epistemological (which is
based on a separation of the knower from the known).
(Angus 11)
Because of its here-ness and now-ness, orality is rooted in the
body — especially in the bodily senses of hearing and touch.
Orality is self-reflexive and up close: it unites people and connects knower and known. It constitutes an alternative epistemology, one with an emphasis on connection, rather than
separation — integration, rather than fragmentation. This is what
makes orality such a powerful critique of space-oriented, printdominated, subject-object differentiated textuality. This is what
makes "speaking the devil's language" like "talking back /
back(words)" to "God the Father and standard English," and also
"like talking back(wards)" in time (RGBG 55).
It was not Innis's intention to present time-biased orality as
merely a critique from the margins of space-oriented and textdominated culture and its space-biased technologies of communication. Nor was he satisfied to represent orality as the
lost-forever half of some post-lapsarian divided whole. Rather,
he had another account of orality, one which acknowledges that,
as a communicative capacity, writing has its origins in the body
and that its abstraction "from the unity of the living body has
allowed [it] to be developed in ways which would not have been
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possible if [its] integration in orality had never been sundered"
(Angus 14). This moves orality from the colonized margin to the
centre of the empire of communications:
Orality is also viewed [by Innis] as a fundamental
synthesis, a basis co-ordinating all human senses, and
incorporating both time and space in a unique manner.
As he says in "The Problem of Space," "In oral intercourse the eye, ear, and brain, the senses and the faculties acted together in busy co-operation and rivalry
each eliciting, stimulating, and supplementing the
other." Orality understood in this manner, is an integration of human capacities into a functioning whole, from
which all other media abstract partial selections and
developments of human capacities. In this formulation,
orality is not merely alongside other media of communication; it is the fundamental basis of all human
communication from which other media derive, and to
which they are secondary. (Angus 12)

Because all human capacities, including space- as well as timebiased communicative capacities, originate in the material human body, that body is central, not peripheral, and its unity
fundamental. The textualized body, by contrast, is a fragmented
body because the space-biased media of communication through
which it is constructed are themselves fragmentary: they are
communicative capacities split off from their origin in orality,
abstracted from the unity of the living body. The fragmented
body is a satellite body that traverses space in perpetual orbit
around the central body from which it has been split off. Seen in
this way, the celebration of the textualized, fragmented,
postmodernist body does not overturn but rather, reinforces the
long-standing fantasy of transcendence — the patriarchal denial of the body, the mother, nonhuman nature — in short, the
origin. The material body is central in space and time, peripheral in space-biased fantasy. The problem is that space-biased
fantasy has the monopoly on knowledge in Western culture. I
am, after all, writing an essay in a book for national distribution,
not performing a chant in a neighbourhood ritual. I can only
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hope, as Innis hoped, "to motivate the reader to intervene in the
text in an oralist manner. Then, by micrological extension, perhaps to intervene in society as a whole in a similar manner"
(Angus 10).
Angus suggests that we embrace the paradox of Innis's two
conceptions of orality — the marginal and the central — rather
than try to resolve it: "A great thinker such as Innis does not
simply make logical mistakes; this central contradiction motivates and animates his entire work in a manner that is characteristic of the age as an attempt to think through dependency in
a neo-colonial and post-colonial context" (12). Dumont's
halfbreed poetic features a "Half Human / Half Devil (Halfbreed)
Muse" who not only embodies the centre-margin paradox, but
also enacts the process of "excavation, of digging down to the
fundamental unity from which communicative capacities have
been abstracted" (Angus 14). This Muse transforms the lily white
words, picket-fence sentences, and manicured paragraphs of
grammatically correct, Imperial English into the lurching, laconic,
dancing, drumming devil's language. The Muse's first challenge
is to shut out the industrialized, mechanized, modernized din
that numbs, dumbs, and deafens the senses central to orality:
shutting off
a dripping faucet so there is no
leak, no leak, not a drop
my eyes want to push out, out
through mind-skin, arms and legs are propelled
through numb air, words writhe, wrists flare escaping
numbness, no sound, no sound
no movement, stuck, a blank
wound in a rope ball, tight, hard
spun, a drill bit piercing
earth, whir of steel exhaling rock
dust, drill bit biting, dog
gnawing bone, gripping ivory
hankering down on, grinding . . . (RGBG 51)

The only way for this Muse to "push out," to "escape" colonized
space, is to seize the steel technologies that overpower modern
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consciousness and use them to initiate a process that moves out
of the narrowness of headspace and into bodytime. Escape is
both an outward and an inward/downward process: mechanized
tools begin the escape from the confines of tight, hard, rocklike
"mind-skin" but are soon discarded for a primal, instinctive way of
gnawing down to organic bone. The real performance can begin
only when there is a giving up of space and a giving over to time:
Giving up to giving over
Lurch, lurching laconic
dance, drum rattle
gangly movement, offbeat, arm
bent over head, leg
straight out, head twisted and shift
of body to next feral contortion
animal skin taut, blood
paint, ochre skin, as smell
pebbles encased trapped
in sound, pebbles rasp
against thin dry skin
a heard of rattles overtakes me

In Trickster fashion, the Muse is transformed from human to
nonhuman form. The transformation brings a heightened state
of awareness in which sound and smell, movement and touch
take over. These written traces on the page are, of course, not
identical with the experience of transformation engendered by
the dance — a mindbody experience in real spacetime. These
fragments are, however, the immediate offspring of the unified
human body; they are also a blueprint for enacting an alternative way of knowing nonhuman nature. The poem is not so much
about language on the page as it is about the body — eyes, wrists,
arm, head, leg, skin, blood — as the origin of written language.
Eyes push beyond the "mind-skin," escape the limits of the visual
page, and the body becomes "encased trapped / in sound" instead. Or, to put it another way, the "civilized" page becomes
coextensive with the "primitive" body. The halfbreed Muse does
not internalize nature, or commune with it, as in British Romantic fantasy. Nor does s/he indulge in Canadian Green-Indian
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fantasies: s/he is not that ecologically correct Noble Savage who
knows nature's wild ways. Rather, s/he is their embodiment.
Although written poetry cannot rhyme in a way consistent
with the demands of oral cultures, it is nevertheless the spacebiased medium that remains closest to its origins in orality. It's
therefore capable of embracing paradox — Innisian paradox included. In Dumont's poetic, the paradox finds expression in the
halfbreed: both white and Native, the halfbreed is both central
and marginal. The halfbreed aesthetic does not pit itself against
the centre, even though that culture "misrecognizes the conditions of its own existence" and "fails to understand that it does
not sustain itself of itself but only through its relations to the
periphery, on which . . . it is 'dependent'" (Angus 6). Simply to
oppose the centre would only serve to identify "halfbreed" with
a savagery still — as always — in binary opposition to the civilized. Rather, halfbreed poetics theorizes and diagnoses civilization. This critique and diagnosis is "Not an outright rejection,
but a taking on board of the ideal of civilisation in the moment
that it becomes apparent that the centre has become the source
of a new and intensified savagery" (6). In other words, to extend
the idea of "taking on board," halfbreed poetics is a kind of rescue operation. The halfbreed poet does not abandon the past,
the present, or the planet in some Trekkie fantasy that traverses
time and space in order to escape the imperialist atrocities of
the past and save a disintegrating humanism. Rather, like all the
other halfbreeds who, despite those atrocities, are "still here," as
Dumont's dearjohn letter reminds us, the halfbreed poet remains
an inhabitant of this time, this space, this body, which is the only
ground from which to deliver the past from its colonial myths,
and to rescue civilization from its own savagery. This is not romanticism; this is survival.

A Plea for Time
The question of the recovery of orality and the sensibilities associated with it has been an issue for scholars in the various branches
of communications studies almost since the day Innis counterposed
the categories of literacy and orality. But rather than balance them,
as he proposed, or integrate them, as Angus proposes, we have
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tended to oppose them in binary fashion. From anthropology to
linguistics, many intellectuals have seized upon the concept of orality
as an alternative to literacy and the return to orality as the remedy
for what ails Western culture. In this way they have added orality to
the cluster of labels Western culture gives to its longing for something lost. Like the European poets who longed for reunion with
Mother Nature, like the white North Americans whose similar longing was expressed in the fantasy of the Green Indian, like the cultural feminists who long for the return of the goddess, those who
would recover orality are routinely dismissed as nostalgics. Specifically, they are criticized for their phonocentric romanticization of
the wholeness perceived as characteristic of non-literate modes of
being. But that contemptuous critique is itself a symptom of the
psychic alienation of graphocentrism. As Innis's work and that of
some of his successors implies, we are all inmates of the Gutenberg
Galaxy prison. To censure all attempts at jailbreak is to make a virtue of imprisonment. The text fetishism of postmodernist theorizing is only the most recent and most extreme expression of a
phenomenon that reaches back through the Enlightenment, the
Renaissance, the Golden Age of Greece, to the Mesopotamia of 3000
BCE. It is Western elitism writ large. "Those who think of the text as
the paradigm of all discourse," writes rhetorician Walter Ong, "need
to face the fact that only the tiniest fraction of languages has ever
been written or ever will be.... Hard-core textualism is snobbery,
often hardly disguised" (Ong 1986 26).
How the past is conceptualized determines whose ideas about
recovering it are dismissed as nostalgic and romantic and whose
are treated with respect. I find it fascinating that when physicists claim that there is nothing in current theoretical physics
that actually forbids travel back in time, no one accuses them of
nostalgia for the past. Having reduced the material universe to a
mathematical text, their fantasies of recovering the past in every
detail are apparently legitimized. This form of textualizing the
universe is what Edmund Husserl called "the mathematical substruction of space and time" (Angus 13-14). While the reduction of time and space to a mathematical text may have been
crucial to Einstein's construction of the geometry of spacetime,
the thought experiment he performed in order to conceptualize
spacetime demonstrates that textualization is no substitute for
the lived experience of spacetime. The phrase "thought
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experiment" is scientific spin for what we in the humanities call
"fantasy." Einstein fantasized the human body traversing space
at the speed of light — a fantasy he articulated in the language
of mathematics. This fantasy is now the metaphor of cyberspace,
where "travellers" are fantasized as surfing from website to
website at warp speed.
The belief in the electronic mediation of communication as
the traversal of space through the annihilation of time is no less
"romantic" and illusory than the belief in the ability to recover
in every detail the lost Eden of orality. "Visiting" the website of
the Paris Chamber of Commerce is even less an experience of
France than is a visit to the French Embassy in downtown Ottawa. Implicit in both romantic views is a denial of the material
present, including the material body. The material body is not
lost in the past; it has merely been erased from consciousness
— or, more accurately, masked by a text. Space and time are not
annihilated by e-mail and the Internet; those technologies merely
reinforce the fantasy of escape from the material content of space
and time. A distinguishing feature of Western culture would seem
to be its desire to annihilate that which it cannot understand or
control by other means, be it Indians, the body, or the content of
time and space. It didn't work on the Indians, and it won't work
on the body or lived spacetime.
The mathematical textualization of time underpins our conception of history as linear. Innis provided "a critique of the
mathematical substruction of time" when in "A Plea for Time"
he pointed out that "there are two ways of misunderstanding
history":
We may misunderstand history as antiquarianism, as
that which is simply finished, or on the other hand, as
that which remains and continues, implying that we
understand those of the past as if they were just like us
in the present. In both cases, we misunderstand history,
which is change in continuity, and continuity in change.
Innis has done a great deal to resurrect the notion of
history from this dilemma of reduction backward to the
past, or forward to the present. (Angus 13)
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The misunderstanding of history as that which is simply finished gives rise to the notion that any attempt to recover the
past in the present is nostalgic and romantic. In the linear model
of history, time is divided up into past, present, and future. Yet
these designations are merely categories which, in true Western
epistemological fashion, come to stand in for the reality they
purport to explain. This linear conception of time does violence
to the felt experience of history — to the experience of "change
in continuity, and continuity in change."
Indeed, the more things change, the more they remain the
same. White dominance has been continuous since the
establishment of the Canadian state, but the content of whiteness has changed. Not until the sixties did those of East and South
European origin fully qualify as white. Being born on Canadian
soil didn't give you permission to feel Canadian, although you
always automatically answered Yes on those government forms
that ask "Are you a Canadian citizen?" — in contrast to your immigrant parents who always had to hesitate for a moment. But if
any constituency stands as proof of the definition of history as
change in continuity, continuity in change, it's Canada's indigenous population — and not just in the white imagination where,
as I've already suggested, the Indian turned from ignoble Red to
noble Green but nevertheless remained a savage. Profoundly
changed through relationships of love and war with the White
Man, indigenous peoples are nevertheless "still here," as
Dumont's dearjohn letter asserts. That doesn't stop Dumont from
wondering "where we fit in this 'vertical mosaic,' this colour
colony." The "job application asks if I am a Canadian citizen and
I am expected to mindlessly check 'yes,' indifferent to skin colour and the deaths of 1885" ("It Crosses My Mind" RGBG 59).
Clearly official history, constructed through space-biased media
of communication and, in turn, reinforcing the White Man's
monopoly on knowledge and power, is linear and hence informed
by the "misunderstanding of history as ... that which is simply
finished." This misunderstanding is at the heart of the bureaucratic question
"Are you a Canadian citizen?" I sometimes think to
answer, yes, by coercion, yes, but no ... there's
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more, but no space provided
to write my historical
interpretation here, that yes but no, really only means
yes because there are no lines for the stories between
yes and no ... (RGBG 59)
In a nation-state obsessed with space and possessed of space,
there is no space provided for alternative histories. Bureaucracy
is a feature of the text-dominated, space-biased nation-state, and
the bureaucratic questionnaire is a way of annihilating through
texualization the felt experience of history. Subjectivity is split
along the fault-line of a convenient binary: past/present. But
convenient to whom? This assault on subjectivity is emblematic
of the institutional monopolization of knowledge/power which
defines civilization as we know it.
The notion of time as linear is disrupted by orality, not only
through its focus on the local and the particular, but also through
its emphasis on stories, on speech as action, and on the hereand-now situation in which that action, or performance, takes
place. As already noted, "Originality or creativity does not reside
so much in making up new stories but in the quality of this enactment or performance" (Angus 11). Stories may have an ordinary, everyday, mundane sameness about them, but every
enactment will be original, creative, and different. In this way,
the past seeps through the cracks in the present and transforms
it, as in Dumont's poem with the title of "AAcimowina" which,
significantly, is a Cree word meaning "everyday stories." The
poem is worth quoting here in full in order to convey in full the
idea of performance as transformance:
my grandmother stories follow me,
spill out of their bulging suitcases
get left under beds,
hung on dooknobs
their underwear and love lives
sag on my bathroom towel racks
their Polident dentures in old cottage cheese containers,
Absorbine Junior, Buckley's and "rat root" take over my
bathroom counters
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their bunioned shoes crowd my doorway
their canes trip me
and their Enquirers cover my coffee tables
their cold tea stains my cups and
teabags fill my garbage
their stories smell of Noxzema, mothballs and
dried meat. (RGBG 70)

"Storytelling and creative writing are fundamentally different,"
says Gerry William (160). Yet here, past stories seep up through
the cracks in the present poem. Past and present, space and time
are collapsed as the commonplace particularities of the past
transform the lived-in space of the present in an almost surreal
takeover. There is no boundary here between outer space, which
is measurable, quantifiable, and inner space, which is not. There
is an intimation of space traversed in the opening lines that gives
over to space inhabited as the poem progresses.
By contrast, in the white Western imagination, Time, not
Space, is the Final Frontier. Even science now questions the linear conception of time and history, as when cosmologist Stephen
Hawking, in his pointedly titled book, A Brief History of Time,
claims that we do not understand the "shape" of time. This would
indeed seem to be the case, as suggested in the results of
astrophysicist Wendy Freedman's calculation of the age of certain
Hubble-telescoped stars, which turn out to be "older" than the
universe itself: no amount of tinkering with the numbers has so
far been able to resolve that paradox. This may well be evidence
that a crack is beginning to open up in a wall of the most privileged cell in the Gutenberg Galaxy prison.

A Critique of Space
If time is no longer linear for physics, what does this do to space?
Although Innis frees us from the illusion of the linearity — the
mathematical textualization — of lived time, his theorizing stops
short of a "comparable critique of the mathematical substruction of lived space."
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As time can be misunderstood as a linear progression
which poses the apparent choice between discontinuity
and continuity, so space can be misunderstood as
simple location in a mathematical grid in which the
opposition of here to there eradicates continuity in
difference, or traversal. In his concrete descriptions,
Innis always uses the notion of space as traversed space
— that is, space that has been unified and differentiated
through media of communication — and simultaneously conceptualises space as already necessarily
quantified. It is only on the basis of this quantified
conception of space that the contrast between space
and time can stand as emblematic of the problems of
mechanisation, and industrialisation as a whole. Thus,
the contradiction in the conception of oral tradition
enters the conception of space as well. (Angus 13)
Innis would appear to be his own best example of "the extraordinary, perhaps insuperable, difficulty" of assessing the bias of
the culture of which we are a part. While claiming that space is
constructed through the media of communication that traverse
it, for him traversed space pre-exists its traversal by those media. This is as contradictory as the paradox of orality as both
peripheral and central, but unlike that paradox it is dysfunctional.
It's an oddity indicative of the white Canadian consciousness of
space. Perhaps space can enter the White Man's consciousness
only as space traversed, not as space inhabited. For men like
MacDonald and Scott and Pratt, the notion of Canada as a material landmass is not accessible to consciousness except as space
traversed. We no longer have to wonder that so-and-so many
miles of railway track appealed to them as a powerful image of
Canadian identity, or — as in Dumont's poem — that the settlers
can't settle, or that the White Man can't settle his territorial quarrels with himself, much less the outstanding land claims with
the land's first people.
The absence of a functional critique of the mathematical substruction of space led Innis to counterpose time and space in an
unusually dramatic way, a way that defined the contrast between
them as emblematic of the crisis of Western culture. But the mathematical substruction of space allows for no collapsing of centre and periphery. In a mathematical grid, the location of Ground
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Zero must be determined, but once that determination is made,
Ground Zero is always the centre, while Ground Two, or Ten, or
Three Thousand is always the periphery. As Hart Cohen has
pointed out, for Innis, "access from the centre to the periphery
also meant access from the periphery to the centre. In this regard, the term 'cultural monopoly' (the control of communications and culture by the centralised power) becomes particularly
potent" (3). No wonder Innis could conceive only of "balance"
between centre and periphery. Balance allows for only minor
and momentary power reversals from centre to periphery and
back again. Integration is achievable only where centre and periphery collapse into each other.
Historically, the periphery has been doubly peripheral for
Native communities. Not only were most Native people located
at some distance from the metropolitan centres, they were isolated on reserves. In some cases, this made it possible to raise
whole urban neighbourhoods of non-Native children on the myth
of the vanished Indian. Many of those neighbourhoods were
themselves ethnic urban peripheries where adults, as immigrants,
had little or no knowledge of their new country's indigenous
population. Here, the myth had an even better chance of taking
root. "Circle the wagons!" is a familiar cry if you spent your Saturday afternoons watching double-features at the movies. And
if someone had given you reason to think about it — and nobody
ever did — you would have had to agree that virtually every one
of those Hollywood Westerns was about the vanished Indian and
how he vanished. You saw those wagons circle so may times,
and you saw so many mounted Indians fall dead to the ground
that you'd have been surprised to see a live one in the street. An
urban Indian? Not likely! You wouldn't have recognized him as
Indian anyway, since the Indians in the movies looked like Grey
Owl. Where would you find real Indians to play Indians in the movies anyway? You certainly didn't know that circling the wagons was
not a historically accurate representation of frontier warfare but
rather, a Hollywood technique for getting all the action onto the
pre-Cinemascope screen. With respect to knowledge about Indians, you were on the periphery; Hollywood was the centre.
The Hollywood image of circled wagons has something in
common with Northrop Frye's famous image of the garrison. As
White Man's space, each serves to define those within it as the
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centre and those outside it as the periphery. But the politics of
the periphery — more commonly known as identity politics —
are an attempt to make the periphery central. However, making
a virtue of marginalization has in some cases derailed aboriginal
identity politics. Dumont's willingness to take on this issue has
earned her the approval of another Native woman poet, Beth
Cuthand, who describes Dumont as "A Metis poet with an attitude and I applaud her courage and clarity" (RGBG back cover).
Attitude is present in the sharp opening statement of "Circle the
Wagons," a prose-poem true to Dumont's image of herself as
one of "the sharp-toned-and-tongued kind / who keep railing on
about this stuff / when all well-mannered and sophisticated
Indian types / would have reasonably dropped it long ago" ("The
Sound of One Hand Drumming" RGBG 60):
There it is again, the circle, that goddamned circle, as if
we thought in circles, judged things on the merit of
their circularity, as if all we ate was bologna and
bannock, drank Tetley tea, so many times "we are" the
circle, the medicine wheel, the moon, the womb, and
sacred hoops, you'd think we were one big tribe, is
there nothing more than the circle in the deep structures of native literature? Are my eyes circles yet?
(RGBG 57)

Feminists who have squirmed over the cultural feminist
stereotype of wild-haired women who, beneath a full moon,
smear each other with menstrual blood and run with the wolves
will find something familiar in this rant. The search for an authentic voice is never easy, what with structuralists telling us
how to do it and post-structuralists telling us it can't be done:
literary critics claim to see only "the circle in the deep structure
of native literature," while theorists of constructionism warn
about the cultural essentialism implicit in such a claim. The
binarism of Western thought often drives women and Others
into thinking that because white patriarchy favours linearity, the
rest of us must celebrate circularity. What's the difference, the
poet asks, between the stereotype of the welfare Indian, dining
on bologna and bannock and tea, and the stereotype of the Native
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writer, writing exclusively about medicine wheels and moons
and sacred hoops?
Dumont is suspicious of critical description that tips over into
political prescription because it assumes that indigenous peoples are "one big tribe" and, moreover, puts her in a cultural
bind: "... I feel compelled to incorporate something circular into
the text, plot, or narrative structure because if it's linear then that
proves that I'm a ghost and that native culture really has vanished
and what is all this fuss about appropriation anyway? . . .
There are times when I feel that if I don't have a circle
or the number four or legend in my poetry, I am lost,
just a fading urban Indian caught in all the trappings of
Doc Martens, cappuccinos and foreign films but there it
is again orbiting, lunar, hoops encompassing your
thoughts and canonizing mine, there it is again, circle
the wagons . . . .
(RGBG 57)

The task for halfbreed poetics is to get the Doc Martens, cappuccinos and foreign films of the Urban Indian to integrate with the
hoops and the moons and the circles of orality. But as the reference to the Hollywood image of circling wagons suggests, the
task often feels artificial. An authentic collapse of centre and
periphery depends upon our willingness to abandon our "more
marginalized than thou" politics of identity.
Interesting in the context of Innis's dysfunctional critique of
space is the sense of marginalization Dumont's speaker feels as
an "urban Indian," living at the supposed centre but identified
with a culture that seems to have chosen to make the periphery
its permanent home. As she writes in her critical essay, "Positive
Images of Nativeness," "To write what I experience as an urban
native writes against what is believed to be properly true, but
which is the reality for increasing numbers of native people"
(1993 49). As a Native woman, Dumont is doubly marginalized,
if studies of Canadian urbanized Native people are any indication. Canadian geographer Evelyn Peters has observed that
"Women are largely absent from analyses of 'images' of aboriginal people and they are almost invisible in the literature on cities, despite their disproportionate representation in the urban
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aboriginal population" (50). In other words, it's not merely the
myth of vanished Native culture that creates for the speaker of
"Circle the Wagons" the experience of being "lost" and "fading."
The power reversal between centre and periphery permitted by
Innis's theory of space might work to establish a better balance
of power in the White Man's quarrel with himself, but it sure
won't work for women and Others.
Angus maintains that in order "to understand the contemporary tension between the unity of the living human body and
the development of the capacities from this unity, we require a
critique of space as well as time" (13). Only when we have both
will it be possible to understand that the centre-margin paradox
of time-biased orality is complemented by a similar paradox
within space-biased textuality. This would move us beyond the
balance of biases sought by Innis and into the integration articulated by Angus. If we could somehow acknowledge space as both
traversed and inhabited, we might not have to wonder how
Dumont's halfbreeds, who have never been "here" in written
discourse, can be "still here" in the text of Dumont's poem. In
true halfbreed fashion, they can be both a position in spacebiased discourse and a material presence in real spacetime: in
this understanding, sign and referent are not nearly as disclocated
as orthodox postmodernist theory would have it. Theresa de
Lauretis's corrective would then be applicable here: "the signifier
does not endlessly rush on toward the abyss of nonmeaning,
there is a referent, the real world, after all" (1986 17).
On the other side of longing for what is absent is the dissatisfaction with what is present — and that's why the transformation
of the present is crucially important. Because what's present in
the present is the only thing we can transform. Although there is
no ultimate escape from the Gutenberg Galaxy prison, the institution is amenable to transformation from within. Jacques
Derrida is the father of postmodernist discourse theory and the
principle critic of what he sees as the romanticization of orality.
Champion of orality, Walter Ong is in turn critical of Derrida for
dismissing its importance: "to try to construct a logic of writing
without investigation in depth of the orality out of which writing emerged and in which writing is permanently and ineluctably
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grounded is to limit one's understanding" (Ong 1982 77). What
Ong is calling for here is a focus on integration, rather than the
binarization implied in Derrida's discrediting of orality and exalting of textuality. The past can never be recovered in all its
particularity: old-growth forests can never be undecimated, vast
stretches of prairie farmland can never be uncultivated, and
halfbreeds can never be the "fullbreeds" their Native ancestors
were. But we can reconnect with the forests and the fields we do
have, providing we acknowledge that the bodies we do have —
bodies as experienced in real spacetime — are themselves a
medium of communication. The body can close some of the
distance opened up by space-biased media of communication.
The body is our primary means of communication with
nonhuman nature because it's our bodies as much as our texts
that define our environment for us. Moreover, this is — in scientific parlance — "an interactive picture of organism and environment" (Lewontin 91). We're not born alienated from
nonhuman nature, or from our bodies. That alienation has to be
taught to us. And Western civilization, in all its patriarchal disguises — colonialism and capitalism, objectivism and textualism — is a demanding, often violent teacher:
He Taught Me

to identify things outside myself:
the names of trees, animals, the weather
instead of his hand wedged inside of me,
the way he would prepare to fall
a tree.
only
the tree never was,
never grew beyond a sapling,
was never cut and limbed,
never skid over logging roads,
laid on the landing,
or hoisted into a truck,
never travelled the raw road to the mill,
never seasoned in the yard, never
matured, or went through the peeler, or saw,
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nor the green chain,
nor dryer, to end up as
someone's rumpus room wall. (RGBG 73)

As these lines suggest, learning to objectify nature means learning to identify it as only things outside ourselves, learning to
know trees, animals, the weather only as names, and learning to
repress the violence this does to us, the way this cuts into us,
fells us, processes us, commodifies us. Consenting to this violent pedagogy is, paradoxically, like consenting to repeated rape.
As survivors of regular and repeated sexual violence know, dissociation — mental escape from the body and from the violation in progress — is a psychological survival strategy. To be
"civilized" is to live in a perpetual state of dissociation which,
ironically, we now call — to quote the acerbic words of Seyla
Benhabib — "basking in fragmentation, enjoying the play of differences and celebrating the opacity, fracturing, and heteronomy
of it all." Like Benhabib, I "do not celebrate this mood" (2).
But the body remembers what consciousness forgets:
he would never have suspected
that I'd find my way back
through clear cuts, slash and burn,
along right-of-ways, cut-lines, nerve-endings,
longitude and latitude,
along arteries, over skin plains,
and valleys of hair,
topographical features of flesh,
after surveying,
calibrating the fault lines.
he would never have guessed
that I'd become a forester of my own flesh.

As imaged here, the road to recovery after prolonged violation is
difficult and dangerous. It requires that we return to the scene of
the crime, revisit the devastation, examine the damage, the deforestation. We — the White man and all who embrace his experience as their own — must unlearn and relearn, reflex and reflect
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upon, and reconnect with nonhuman nature in erotic celebration, reconnect with our bodies in autoerotic union. We must
reclaim our forests and become foresters of our own flesh. We
must cease endlessly traversing this land and learn at last to inhabit it.

